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‘MRS. DALLOWAY’ Michael Cunningham 
on Virginia Woolf’s masterpiece

PAKISTAN ON THE BRINK A journalist’s 
account of life on the ground

EXISTENTIAL CRISIS The case of the 
purloined Camus biography

WHAT BECOMES A legend most? As suggested by
the old black-and-white Blackglama fur ads, fea-
turing Lena Horne, Diana Vreeland and Cher,
among others, legends are people who have
soared beyond fame or celebrity into a more rar-
efied, inaccessible stratosphere.

Today’s media-fixated, Kardashian-domi-
nated world is filled with all sorts of legends,

from the elevated to the base, but I can think of
few poets who fit into this category. The excep-
tion is Sylvia Plath, who, with her perfect blond
pageboy, wide smile and cinched-waist dresses,
looked less like a proper poet and more like Dor-
is Day.

By now, many of us are familiar with the rough
outlines of her saga: the shining promise; the
death of her adored father when she was 8; the
titanic ambition and extraordinary persistence

(in 1950, the summer before Plath started col-
lege and after more than 50 rejections, Sev-
enteen magazine accepted her short story “And
Summer Will Not Come Again”); the attempted
suicide during her time at Smith; the Fulbright
to Cambridge, where she met the broodingly
handsome Yorkshire-bred poet Ted Hughes
(“my black marauder,” as she called him), whom
she soon married; the birth of their two children,
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THINK LIKE
A MONK

EMPOWER 
YOURSELF in 2021

JAY SHETTY
TRAIN YOUR MIND

for PEACE and PURPOSE EVERY DAY

In his groundbreaking #1 New York Times

bestseller, Jay shows how to:
• Overcome negativity

• Stop overthinking

• Practice kindness and gratitude

• Learn from everyone you meet

• Find your purpose

• Live with joy

Learn more at ThinkLikeAMonkBook.com

Also available as an audiobook read by the author.

Jay Shetty distills the timeless wisdom 
he learned as a monk into practical steps 

to enrich your life and relationships in the new year.
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PERESTROIKA IN PARIS, by Jane Smiley. (Knopf,
$26.95.) Two decades after Smiley wrote
about the world of horse racing in her 2000
novel “Horse Heaven,” she revisits the theme
in this lighthearted romp about a racehorse
on the loose in the big city.

THIS TIME NEXT YEAR WE’LL BE LAUGHING, by Jacque-
line Winspear. (Soho, $27.95.) The best-selling
author of the Maisie Dobbs mystery series
pulls back the curtain on her hardscrabble
postwar childhood in rural Kent, England, in
which bitter poverty was offset by good cheer
and family love.

VLADIMIR NABOKOV’S SPEAK, MEMORY, by Sven Birk-
erts. (Ig, paper, $14.95.) In the latest entry to
the “Bookmarked” series, in which writers
analyze the books that have mattered most to
them, the author and critic Birkerts probes
the themes and lasting significance of Nabo-
kov’s classic memoir.

THE FALL OF AMERICA JOURNALS, 1965-1971, by Allen
Ginsberg. (University of Minnesota, $34.95.)
Ginsberg won a National Book Award for his
1974 collection “The Fall of America.” These
journals document the cross-country travels
and social unrest that fueled that book.

BLACK HOLE SURVIVAL GUIDE, by Janna Levin.
(Knopf, $20.95.) The physics and the very con-
cept of black holes are daunting for nonscien-
tists to understand, but Levin clearly explains
the crucial role they play in galactic formation.

A passage in “The English Patient” about local
winds throughout the world led me to HEAVEN’S

BREATH: A NATURAL HISTORY OF THE WIND, by Lyall Wat-
son, published in 1985 and reissued last year.
The book explains the science of wind, but also
its effects on biology, geography, society and key
moments in history. At times, it’s hard to keep up
— but a mercurial stream of facts and anecdotes is only apt. You’ll
learn how a thunderstorm is like a living thing, and what happens
when someone’s parachute is sucked into one. (Nothing good.)
There are some dated facts: an energy project from the ’80s, err-
ant speculations about the Amazon basin in 2000. Other parts, es-
pecially on the spread of viruses, are prescient. When travel is safe
again, I’ll pay fresh attention to the skies. “To live,” Watson writes,
“even for a few off-duty hours, at the pleasure of the wind, is to
recapture the thrill of being a part of something larger.”

—THOMAS LOTITO, SENIOR STAFF EDITOR, HOMEPAGE

New & Noteworthy

WHAT WE’RE READING

Sign up for the newsletter
nytimes.com/themorning

The Morning

Make sense of the
news, every day, with

David Leonhardt.
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The In-Between Artist

The Story of Tony D’Orazi

David F. D’Orazi

Influential Artist Gives

Readers Glimpses of his

Successes from being

a Child Prodigy to an

Award-Winning Artist in

First-Ever Biography.

$9.99 e-book

B08NFNCWTY

Also in paperback and audiobook

www.davidfdorazi.com

The Beaverling’s Curse

Brent Carlson

The Beaverling Clan Learns

the Value of Living by the

Golden Rules through a

Sorceress’ Curse in The

Beaverling’s Curse.

$9.99 e-book

B08NFN661X

Also in paperback

www.authorspress.com

God Never Changes

In the Land of the Living

Elaine M. Thorpe

God Never Changes.

He uses us as his hands

and feet to help others

in this world. He pulls us

from the darkness back

to the land of the living.

$3.99 e-book

B07XFZH1SW

Also in paperback and hardback

www.elainemthorpe.com

Go and Come Again

Segregation, Tolerance,

and Reflection:

Jerry L. Jones, EdD

“Go and ComeAgain” details

the public-school experiences

of generations of author Jerry

Jones’ ancestors—from great-

grandfather, former slave,

to his own busing ordeal.

$9.99 e-book

B08NFLVJVX

Also in paperback

www.jjonesgladespring.com

Six The Scientist

(Numbers are Your Friends)

Debbie Hickman

Debbie Hickman raises

awareness of climate

change, math, friendship,

and the value of asking

thoughtful questions

through Six the Scientist.

$10.53 paperback

979-8-62287-149-8

www.authorspress.com

It’s My Choice

SM Chung

Soo’s It’s My Choice

Inspires Readers to Decide

their Own Path so they

can become a Better

Version of Themselves

$3.77 e-book

B07958363K

Also in paperback

www.authorspress.com

The Strength of the Nation

Luisa Mirella Plancher

Luisa Plancher calls out

nation leaders—taking

account the voices of

their countrymen can be a

key to a great and strong

nation who run united

towards a common goal.

$15.99 paperback

978-1-79233-333-0

www.newvision-usa.com

Kidnapped in Jerusalem

Beatrice Fairbanks Cayzer

Abused at 6, jailed for 17

years, and free at 35—man

fights against odds to

save someone he loves.

$12.99 paperback

978-1-64314-144-2

www.authorspress.com

Get a Grip on the Bible

A Study Guide: Genesis

through Ruth

Jerry L. Burton

Get a Grip gives

readers confidence in

understanding God’s words

through a casual study of

the basics of the Bible.

$3.99 e-book

B08P5CS8FX

Also in paperback and hardback

https://jerrylburton.wixsite.

com/jerryburtonbooks

Conscious Matrix

Our Portal to God

Nancy J. Woolf

Religion and the

Human Mind—time and

geographical locations

as a tool in unlocking

the perception of

people towards God.

$8.99 e-book

B08628JG7V

Also in paperback and hardback

https://consciousmatrixboo.

wixsite.com/mysite

Pony Ride to anAwakening

The Journey of a Mystic

Hedin E. Daubenspeck

Pony Ride to an Awakening

describe spiritual experiences

we encounter while living and

beyond death—convinces

that spirits are real.

$7.99 e-book

B085L55B16

Also in paperback,

hardback, audiobook

www.ponyridetoanawakening.com

ASailor’s Advice on Life

Cleveland O. Eason

Do you want to know how

to leverage time? Do you

find yourself taking two

steps forward and one step

back? Are you seeking

alternatives to the “school

of hard knocks? Then you

have found your source! “A

Sailor’s Advice on Life” is

a sailor’s lessons learned

for the journey called life.

$13.95 paperback

978-1-64462-002-1

www.authorspress.com

No Trick or Treats

A Novel

Helena C. Farrell

A multigenerational

narrative—Elena Rose’s

coming of age story from

being an insecure young girl

to a woman with substance.

$3.99 e-book

B08MXF77CH

Also in paperback

https://authorwebservices-

gem2.net/AuthorHouse/816205

Splendid Shore

Linda Thorndike

“The 1950’s -80’s journey

of a dazzling, clever woman

who utilizes her three

marriages for wealth, not

love, while her lifetime lover

waits in Linda Thorndike’s

SPLENDID SHORE.”

$9.99 e-book

B08NFP19X6

Also in paperback and hardback

www.lindathorndikewriter.com

Through Different Eyes

An Immigrant’s Heroic

Journey, 1889-1909

J Barbara Alvord

The life of young-peasant

Anna Barbara and how she

managed to give her family

freedom through determination

and perseverance—biography

honors unsung immigrants.

$9.99 e-book

B079KH18ZG

Also in paperback and hardback

www.authorbarbaraalvord.com

www.authorspress.com
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each year to learn what Domi-
nique Browning or another re-
viewer deems worthy of notice in
the nature department and inev-
itably purchase the recom-
mended titles.

There was no arts or architec-
ture roundup either, but Holly-
wood and science fiction instead.
What is going on?

PAGE DICKEY
FALLS VILLAGE, CONN.

By the Book

TO THE EDITOR:

I implore you: Stop featuring
celebrities in your By the Book
column. Why highlight what
these actors/singers/comedians
are reading rather than writers?

The Book Review isn’t People
magazine (I subscribe to both),
but this makes it feel as if it’s
trying to be. Let the writers tell
us what they’re reading!

JESSICA BENJAMIN
BRONXVILLE, N.Y.

�

TO THE EDITOR:

Please stop feeding us Twinkies.
Please feed us some food. Thank
you.

DON COHEN
SANTA CRUZ, CALIF.

Let’s Get Graphic

TO THE EDITOR:

Please explain to me how so
august and respected a place as
the Book Review manages to
publish a 75-page year-end 100
Notable Books compilation that
recommends everything from
Riku Onda’s “The Aosawa Mur-
ders” to Sierra Crane Murdoch’s

“Yellow Bird” yet includes only
one graphic novel on its list.

For shame. Considering only
Yuval Noah Harari’s “Sapiens: A
Graphic History,” Stanley Don-
wood’s “Bad Island,” Joe Sacco’s
“Paying the Land,” Jake
Halpern’s “Welcome to the New
World” and Tian Veasna’s “Year
of the Rabbit,” surely one or two
other titles rank among the most
notable books of 2020.

LORIN LABARDEE
TUCSON, ARIZ.

Follow the Leader

TO THE EDITOR:

In her review of Thomas E.
Ricks’s “First Principles” (Dec.
13), Virginia DeJohn Anderson
writes that “today’s America is
not at all what its founders hoped
the nation would be.” My take-
away from “First Principles” is
that today’s America is what the
founders’ shenanigans ensured it
would be. When Ricks describes
how they behaved toward one
another, he is also describing
how our elected representatives
behave toward one another.

DAVID HILL
MILL VALLEY, CALIF.

Pear Bonding

TO THE EDITOR:

Gail Collins’s review of David
Michaelis’s “Eleanor” (Dec. 6)
reminds me of why my immi-
grant mother loved Eleanor
Roosevelt. She could do any-
thing!

My aunt once saw her buying
pears in a Manhattan grocery. My
husband went up to her as she
waited alone for her train at Grand
Central to tell her all about his
Fulbright time in India. She wasn’t
interested, but never mind. Now
she leans, all eight bronze feet of
her, at Riverside and 72nd Street,
pensively observing her city.

CAROL SICHERMAN 
OAKLAND, CALIF.

CORRECTION

A review on Dec. 6 about Robert
Harris’s novel “V2” misstated the
name of an award that the aero-
space engineer Wernher von
Braun received in 1975. It was the
National Medal of Science, not the
National Medal of Honor.

BOOKS@NYTIMES.COM

Letters

Almost Famous

TO THE EDITOR:

Ben Katchor has done a great
service to the publishing indus-
try in his Sketchbook of the
Worst-Seller List (Nov. 29). What
a brilliant mind (and pen) at
work! After all, there are many
more worst sellers than best
sellers.

I urge the Book Review to
consider sponsoring an annual
award for the worst-selling book
published in English, nominees
to be submitted only by its au-
thors. Suggested prize: $0.99.
Name of award: Katchor Re-
mainder Prize.

ANDY DAVIS 
STEPHENTOWN, N.Y.

Crop Failure

TO THE EDITOR:

I am half embarrassed to be
writing this, as I have a vested
interest, but I am astonished that
this year’s Holiday Books (Dec.
6), for the first time in memory,
does not include gardening and
nature books. Never have all
things to do with gardening been
so “hot,” so coveted since the
beginning of the pandemic.

Perhaps not in the city, but
everywhere in the country, there
has been an astonishing surge of
interest in gardening. I have
written eight books on the sub-
ject over the years and have
invariably been honored with a
review in the Book Review in
early December — that is, until
now, with a new book just
launched. I suspect it is my last.
Beyond my own interest in a
review, I look eagerly forward

ILLUSTRATION BY BEN KATCHOR
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The GI Bill 1946-1951
University of Wisconsin Badger Village

Audrey Syse Fahlberg

This story is of a veteran and family the first to move to Badger

Village, University of Wisconsin.

$15.99 paperback

978-1-7960-8161-9
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.xlibris.com

Born With A Broken Heart And Then

Blamed For Crying
An Autobiography by a Survivor

Rhoda Lane

How sad are they who have no love to give. How blessed are the

unloved when they learn to forgive. This book narrates the growth of

a girl despite her mother’s hatred.

$13.99 paperback

978-1-7283-4408-9
also available in ebook

www.authorhouse.com

Internet Love with Affair
Paris to Melbourne

Ken Edward

In this story of romance, lies and deceit, a woman looking for love in

Paris finds it in a man from Melbourne. Follow her journey!

$8.99 paperback

978-1-6641-0007-7
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.xlibris.com.au

The Early Years
A Memoir

Rachel G. Carrington

This memoir shares the journey of a young girl who forgoes college

when she falls in love with a WWII veteran. It details the couple’s

struggles and triumphs.

$18.95 paperback

978-1-4917-6567-8
also available in hardcover, ebook & audiobook

www.iuniverse.com

The Alb
A Novel

Luis Rousset

A fast-paced adventure/thriller in which a New York detective is

hired to track the disappearance of a mining magnate and priceless

archeological objects from an Inca tomb site in Peru.

$13.99 paperback

978-1-6655-0330-3
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.authorhouse.com

Ralphie And Friends

Barbara Tufford

Ralphie And Friends follows the adventure of a dog and his friends

Foofy, Teeter, and Halley as they have so much fun in everything they do.

$20.99 paperback

978-1-7283-6467-4
also available in ebook

www.authorhouse.com

My Grandfather’s Horses
A Tale of Pearls, Promises and Legendary Horses

Victoria Auberon

This is a tale with an intriguing blend of ghosts, a legend and

dimensional animal and human characters that slowly seep into the

psyche, deepening the nourishing read.

$19.99 paperback

978-1-6641-2526-1
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.xlibris.com

My Summer Working in the Connecticut

Tobacco Fields
And Other Commentaries

John Veteran

This book contains a collection of six memoirs by Dalton Henson,

who was the protagonist in John Veteran’s three novels, along with

some miscellaneous “nonsense and trivia.”

$14.99 paperback

978-1-6641-3343-3
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.xlibris.com

The Downside of Eternal Life and
Other Commentaries

John Veteran

This book is a reprinting of a previous book, “Beheadings Over the

Years and Other Commentaries,” with five new commentaries added.

The commentaries cover a variety of philosophical, political and

social subjects.

$16.99 paperback

978-1-6641-2240-6
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.xlibris.com

Ralphie’s Adventure Continue

B. Tuff

Ralphie loves his friends and making new ones. Filled with

adventures and challenges — all in a dog’s perspective — join Ralphie

as he travels the world and beyond.

$20.99 paperback

978-1-7283-7270-9
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.authorhouse.com

Alexander’s Big Surprise

Icey Shaikh

A little boy named Alexander is living at home with his dad while his

mom is out of the country. Explore Alexander’s emotions while he

waits for her to return.

$20.99 paperback

978-1-5320-4060-3
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.iuniverse.com

Minky the Bibble

Laurie Calford

This is the story of a lonely boy named Jack, who wished for a dog but

found a Bibble instead. Suddenly an extraordinary friendship began.

$16.99 paperback

978-1-6632-0575-9
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.iuniverse.com

Visit us on Facebook & TwitterReal Authors, Real Impact

The journey begins now.
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What books are on your night stand?

Right now I have “Wow, No Thank You,”
by Samantha Irby, and an early copy of
“The Prophets,” by Robert Jones Jr., on
my night stand. Oh, and I also have a
copy of “What Wood Is That? A Manual
of Wood Identification,” by Herbert L.
Edlin (I’ve taken to buying vintage furni-
ture lately).

What’s the last great book you read?

Wow, I’ve read so many lately! I have
A.D.D., so if the book doesn’t really keep
my interest, it’s impossible for me to
finish. But a few weeks back I read “The
Book of Lost Saints,” by Daniel Jose
Older, and I just keep thinking about it.
It’s a book you can’t put down — even
after you’re done reading it.

Describe your ideal reading experience
(when, where, what, how).

For me, reading for pleasure can be very
difficult. Often, my brain doesn’t want to
calm down and cooperate. But lately, I’ve
been able to find a few minutes to read in

bed each night after my family has gone
to sleep and it’s been absolutely heavenly.

What’s your favorite book no one else has
heard of? 

I’ve long loved the book “Being Dead,” by
Jim Crace, and so far — even after giving
multiple copies away over the years — I
only have one other person in my circle
who’s read it. To me, it’s such a beautiful
story about life and love, but I guess my
friends don’t want to read a love story
where they die in the first few pages.

Which writers — novelists, playwrights,
critics, journalists, poets — working
today do you admire most? 

Oh, these questions could each be their
own book! Hmm. Carmen Maria Macha-
do is just a game-changer in contempo-
rary horror, Damon Young is literally the
funniest human alive right now, N. K.
Jemisin has helped me see world-building
as a tool of Black liberation, Jason Reyn-
olds is perhaps the coolest person in the
literary world, and Phoebe Robinson is

determined to chart new pathways in
publishing and to bring us all with her.

Your new book, “Mediocre,” takes a hard
look at the legacy of white men in posi-
tions of power. What writers are espe-
cially good on the intersection of Ameri-
ca’s racial politics and feminism?

For some favorites I must start with
Kimberlé Crenshaw, and I would add
“Sister Citizen,” by Melissa V. Harris-
Perry, “Women, Race and Class,” by
Angela Davis, anything by Toni Morrison
or Audre Lorde. Oh, and I just finished
“Minor Feelings,” by Cathy Park Hong,
and it was fantastic.

Do you count any books as guilty pleas-
ures?

I’m a sucker for British murder myster-
ies. All that white-on-white crime.

How do you organize your books?

We recently lost all our books in a fire.
But my old collection was organized
loosely by subject (sci-fi, politics, history,
etc.) but then there were a few special
sections: books by people I know, Kurt
Vonnegut, Toni Morrison, and books that
are in timeout (I’m mad at the book or
the author).

What book might people be surprised to
find on your shelves?

In my bookshelves you would usually
find a large section of books for each
hobby I was obsessed with for a brief
period of time in my life. Many people are
astounded to find the “running” section,
the “weaving” section or the “doll paint-
ing” section.

What kind of reader were you as a child?
Which childhood books and authors stick
with you most?

I was a voracious reader as a child. I read
the same favorites that every kid did
(The Baby-Sitter’s Club, Nancy Drew,
etc.) but I also would try to find some
representation of myself in books as a
poor, awkward, Black, queer kid. I also
always loved a bit of fantasy or mystery.
Childhood favorite authors that I kept on
my bookshelf well into adulthood were
Ray Bradbury, Kurt Vonnegut, Susan
Cooper, Caleb Carr, Lorraine Hansberry
and Alice Walker.

How have your reading tastes changed
over time?

I used to look at a 500-600-page book
with excitement, like: “Yay! Even more
words to read!” Now I’m like, “Nope,
never going to have the time or attention
span to read that.” 0

Ijeoma Oluo
The author, most recently, of ‘Mediocre’ wishes more people knew
about Jim Crace’s novel ‘Being Dead’: ‘I guess my friends don’t want to
read a love story where they die in the first few pages.’

An expanded version of this interview is
available at nytimes.com/books.

By the Book

ILLUSTRATION BY JILLIAN TAMAKI

New York’s Bridges

As you’ve never
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“ Your dedication to 

your topic of bridges 

has produced some 

amazing images.”

Anne Adams-Helms

“ Anyone can snap a 

photograph of a bridge. 
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as this.”

“ This book has incredible 

lush photos. The Author 
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photographed all the cool 

details and perspectives.”

“ Aside from the stunning 

photos the book also 
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along with bridge specs 

for each of the spans.”
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Connie Gets More Than Her Backyard

Patti Whitehead-Gill

This tale centers on six-year-old Connie who has recently moved to a

town from the city. She learns she’s adopted, meets her best friend and

falls in love with an orphan puppy.

$26.99 paperback

978-1-7960-8638-6
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.xlibris.com

Visit us on Facebook & TwitterReal Authors, Real Impact

Start something you won’t want to stop.

Prisoners Of The Third Reich

A Sapper’s Story

W.E. Welbourne

In this biography, W.E. Welbourne presents a skillful account of his

uncle’s daring escapes, privations adventures and love trysts after

his capture in the Battle for Crete in 1941.

$27.59 paperback

978-1-7960-0602-5
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.xlibris.com.au

In Pursuit Of Creative Conflict Management:

An Overview

Winston A. Richards, D.Min.

Pastor and author Winston A. Richards offers a concise, sensible

and simple look at conflict and provides a theological and practical

rationale for coping with it. Read on!

$19.99 paperback

978-1-7960-4625-0
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.xlibris.com

Here I Am: the Abraham Legacy

A Novel About Letting Go

Betty Pack

This is the story of one Texas town and its residents’ remarkable

journey of faith and healing as loved ones answer the call of Operation

Desert Storm—and certain war.

$26.95 paperback

978-1-4817-2794-5
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.authorhouse.com

Poetic Confessions

Confessions of a Poet

Arilita Moore Joyner

Poetic Confessions is a coming-of-age tale mixed poetry narrating a

young, sheltered, lonely mom’s journey of survival in a harsh world —

standing flawlessly and loving unconditionally.

$13.95 paperback

978-1-4208-3511-3
only available in paperback

www.authorhouse.com

It’s Your Duty

Gary A. Goeschel

It’s Your Duty, a memoir about Gary A. Goeschel’s early naval

experience—living the sailor’s life, encountering danger, adventure,

and receiving painful, embarrassing, and amusing consequences

delivered by WWII-experienced leaders.

$20.99 paperback

978-1-7283-4727-1
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.authorhouse.com

Santia Claus Is Coming To Town!

Patricia A. Mccants

This heartwarming story brings gifts and makes wishes come true

for children. It recognizes and honors single moms for their hard

work and commitment to parenting.

$20.99 paperback

978-1-7283-3348-9
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.authorhouse.com

PEE WEE Serial Killer or Homicidal Maniac

A Novelized True Crime Story, Volume I

O. Grady Query

Written by his lawyer, PEE WEE Serial Killer is the true story of the man

who murdered fifty three people including an inmate while both men

were on death row.

$26.95 paperback

978-1-4918-6549-1
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.authorhouse.com

All Hair is Good Hair

Annagjid Kee Taylor

In a world that dictates what what looks good and what’s

doesn’t, Samaya’s mother is determined to instill self-love and

acknowledging that All Hair Is Good Hair.

$16.99 paperback

978-1-7283-3190-4
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.authorhouse.com

Pieces of My Heart

Leslie Simon

Immerse in the words and pictures of this collection that expresses

laments and joys, sorrows and successes, worries and victories, and more.

$49.99 hardback

978-1-6655-0125-5
also available in ebook

www.authorhouse.com

The Mandate of God’s Messiah-Christ

A Love Story

Edwin Martin

This book narrates a love story. It is about the coming of God’s

Messiah-Christ by fleet of UFO’s to redeem our failing planet.

Read on!

$33.99 paperback

978-1-7283-6529-9
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.authorhouse.com

The Day the World Went Inside

A Story Of Hope And Triumph During Challenging Times

Gail Henry-Daniels

Inspired by the fear young people may feel during a pandemic,

this children’s story shows that even during a crisis, people can

come together to make the world better.

$10.95 paperback

978-1-4808-9688-8
also available in ebook

www.archwaypublishing.com
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THE BUTCHER’S BOY — the profes-
sional killer we first met in Thom-
as Perry’s debut novel back in
1982 — hasn’t lost his extremely
sharp edge. In his fourth outing,
EDDIE’S BOY (The Mysterious Press,

274 pp., $26), Michael Schaeffer, as
he now calls himself, shows how
far he has come in the world since
his early career as a hit man.
(“He’d had a long life for a man in
his line of work,” he acknowl-
edges, with some satisfaction.)
Schaeffer is living uneventfully
with his English wife in Bath
when his previous life intrudes
with a vengeance. Four armed
men have come to kill him, and
while their corpses are now safely
stowed in a big black sedan,
Michael has no idea who sent
them. Some mob family must
have called for his assassination
— but which one?

The story heats up when Scha-
effer returns to the States to find
out who ordered the hit. Once
there, he goes shopping for guns,
a task that takes him to New
Hampshire because of its lax gun
laws. And because he can think of
a few dozen crime bosses who
would like to kill him, some of
them with their own bare hands,
he takes a trip down memory
lane, too.

At this point, “Eddie’s Boy”
picks up a secondary timeline,
one that takes Schaeffer back to
the days when Eddie Mastrewski,
the butcher, was teaching him
how to kill. For anyone who loved
“The Butcher’s Boy,” these are the
best scenes; for new readers, it’s
an instructive introduction.

From Eddie, the boy learned
the hit man’s first rule, that every
job is “like an errand — do it, get
paid and go home.” Other lessons
to live by reflect Eddie’s personal
values: “respect for technique”
and, most of all, “concern for
mastery,” which is “the reason he
was a great butcher and the
reason he was a great killer.”
Schaeffer still remembers — and
follows — Eddie’s basic instruc-
tions: “Eyes open. Hit first. Move
fast. Stop when he’s dead.” And

now, all these years later, the
grown-up Butcher’s Boy realizes
that “what Eddie had been teach-
ing him was about living.”

�

NICE WEATHER they’re having in
SNOWDRIFT (Soho Crime, 372 pp.,

$27.95). Helene Tursten’s new
police procedural, ably translated
by Marlaine Delargy, opens with a
blizzard that dumps 18 inches of
snow on Gothenburg, Sweden, the
home of Detective Inspector

Embla Nystrom of the Violent
Crimes Unit. Fourteen years ago,
a childhood friend, Lollo, van-
ished — apparently abducted
from a nightclub by the three
Stavic brothers, all notorious
gangsters. Now two of the Stavics
have been murdered, once again
raising the question of what hap-
pened to Lollo.

Tursten’s descriptions of the
cold are bone-cracking. “Dense
snow smoke whirled across the
landscape. . . . The full force of the
wind hit her immediately, making
her bend forward. The sharp
snowflakes struck her face like
tiny needles.” Her characters can
be just as chilly, starting with
Embla. Aside from being a com-
petitive boxer, she’s an avid hunt-
er who dresses and eats her
catch. (Dinners run to wild boar
cutlets, smoked moose heart and
bunny casserole.) But as Lollo’s
old case heats up, Embla’s cus-
tomary coolness gives way to
nightmares, anxiety and more:
“She felt as if she had a burning

cannonball in her stomach.”
THERE’S A GOOD old-fashioned
mystery at the heart of MURDER IN

OLD BOMBAY (Minotaur, 389 pp.,

$26.99), but Nev March has
packed much, much more into her
novel, which is set in India in
1892, during the Raj. The wealthy
Framji family is quite content
living in Bombay under British
rule. (“Law and order, you
know.”) But the law fails them
when Adi Framji’s young wife and
his beloved sister fall from the
university clock tower and the
court preposterously declares
their deaths a double suicide. Adi
finds a champion in Capt. Jim
Agnihotri, an Anglo-Indian officer
who’s just been medically dis-
charged from his cavalry regi-
ment.

Jim is an instantly likable char-
acter whose good heart and en-
dearing ways make him an ideal
narrator. Although his mixed
racial heritage leaves him class-
less (“An Anglo-Indian is rarely
welcome” on any social level, Jim
tells us), his sleuthing takes him
on an utterly enjoyable and pica-
resque journey through India on
which he encounters beggars and
brigands, adventure and danger
— and finds true romance.

�

WANT TO irritate your neighbors?
Write a comic mystery about
them. That’s what Lynne Truss
has done in MURDER BY MILK

BOTTLE (Bloomsbury, 302 pp., $27), a
ridiculously funny caricature of
the seaside town of Brighton.
Truss takes some of the sting out
of the satire by setting it in 1957,
when the English resort town was
in its heyday.

Although murder does figure in
the story, to be solved by Consta-
ble Twitten, the farcical plot turns
on the awkwardness of having
scheduled the Dairy Festival to
coincide with a convention of
prominent crime bosses. If any-
one can straighten out this mess,
it’s Mrs. Groynes, the charlady for
the police station and the master-
mind of the town’s criminal activi-
ties. Even when the story gets
carried away by its own cuteness,
some wonderful character — Mrs.
Groynes, usually — will step in to
save the day. 0

CRIME / MARILYN STASIO

Beggars and Brigands

MARILYN STASIO has covered crime
fiction for the Book Review since
1988. Her column appears twice a
month.

PABLO AMARGO

“Rocket fuel for a lifetime of reading.”
—Maria Popova, author of Figuring and founder of

BrainPickings.org

“NewYork Times Book Review editors
Paul and Russo are the perfect candidates to
guide us in raising children who love reading.”

—Library Journal, starred review

“Recommended for all worried parents and
anyone looking for suggestions of what books
to read or give to children.”—Publishers Weekly

GIVE THE GIFT OF READING THIS HOLIDAY

SEASON. Filled with clear, practical advice,

inspiration, dozens of tips, and an extensive list of

recommended titles,How to Raise a Reader is the guide

parents have been waiting for—the informative and

reassuring book that will help you instill a lifelong love

of reading in your children while addressing those fears

about what’s happening with kids’ reading in this new

age of screens.

On sale wherever books are sold.

Attention, Parents—
and Grandparents!

Almost 600 books are recommended

inHow to Raise a Reader, perfect for

helping you select additional books

to gift this year!
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ONE OF MY earliest (and beloved) memo-
ries of elementary school science class in-
volved a bunch of us fourth graders being
tasked with collecting pond water to exam-
ine under a microscope. We sloshed cup-
fuls from a field across from the school,
brought it back to our little tables and
carefully used a dropper to transfer
the pond water to a microscope
slide. I can still remember the
oohs and ahhs of my classmates
when our slides finally spun into focus:
What first looked like just a cloudy drop
was actually teeming with hundreds of
tiny animals.

After all the splashing and giggling
stopped, the takeaway was that these or-
ganisms helped show how we are all part of
an ecosystem, no matter our size. It is this
same spirit of astonishment with which I
hungrily read the pages of the professor
and scuba diver Peter Godfrey-Smith’s
newest book, “Metazoa: Animal Life and
the Birth of the Mind.”

Animals are classified as either protozo-
an (one-celled organisms like amoebas) or
metazoans. In colloquial terms, humans
are technically considered metazoans be-
cause their body is made of multiple cells
that form various tissues and organs, but
most scientists use this word to refer to an-
imals that aren’t human: fish, birds, am-
phibians, reptiles and other mammals.

What makes this book shimmer and
shine is Godfrey-Smith’s exploration of
marine life (drawing on his vast and exten-
sive diving knowledge and field experi-
ence) to illuminate the ways in which the
animal mind works — and the thoughts
and experiences that give it shape.

Godfrey-Smith, who is also the author of
“Other Minds,” tries to answer some thor-
oughly fascinating questions about what
connects us to animals. He does this in viv-
id and scenic prose that, as he puts it, “ap-
proaches the puzzles of mind and body by
exploring the nature of life, the history of
animals, and the different ways of being an
animal that surround us now.”

The book is filled with riveting anec-
dotes and research, interspersed with
charming and informative illustrations of
various time periods such as the Ordovi-
cian (when plants first arrive on land) so
we can imagine just for a moment what a

sampling of inhabitants during that period
looked like. We discover there the Ortho-
ceras, a straight-shelled cephalopod, an ar-
mored fish and a sea lily. The whole book is
a rather winning combination of not once
ever making readers feel as if they are be-
ing lectured to; rather, it is the sensation of
joining a wise, ever-patient friend on a

time-traveling tour of the cogni-
tive experiences of animals.

Take, for example, the au-
thor’s pause over finding a
one-armed shrimp during
one of his dives. As Godfrey-
Smith describes it: “Eigh-
teen limbs and protrusions
. . . a body like a Swiss Army

knife.” In spite of missing a
claw and being surrounded by

bigger, mightier animals such as
mollusks and sharks — “in the land

of the limbless, the one-armed
shrimp is king.” And yet, when com-
pared with the octopus, which “can
grasp and manipulate just about any-
thing — as well as doubling the length
of its arms or flattening itself like a

pancake,” the limits of the arthropod
become quite clear. Then there’s the

(new to me) knowledge that the dol-
phins we know were once land
mammals returned to the sea, dis-
tantly related to the hippopotamus.

And it’s hard not to be amused by the
mind-boggling learning ability of

archerfish, which acquire — simply by
watching other archerfish — the ability to
knock out flying insects by blasting them
with a squirt of water until their prey plum-
mets into the water in time for dinner.

Godfrey-Smith has an elegant and ex-
acting way of urging along our curiosity by
sharing his own questions about animal
cognizance and the ability of some ani-

Deep Dive
Exploring the ocean depths to illuminate how the minds of animals work.

By AIMEE NEZHUKUMATATHIL

METAZOA
Animal Life and the Birth of the Mind

By Peter Godfrey-Smith
Illustrated. 336 pp. Farrar, Straus & Giroux. $28.

ILLUSTRATIONS BY REBECCA GELERNTER

Consider the possibility that the
octopus is a being with multiple
selves.

AIMEE NEZHUKUMATATHIL is a professor of
English at the University of Mississippi and
the author of “World of Wonders: In Praise of
Fireflies, Whale Sharks, and Other Astonish-
ments.”

Various fascinating life forms have dwelled at
the bottom of the sea in the prehistoric Ordovi-
cian, Cambrian and Ediacaran periods.

mals, like rats and cuttlefish, to “meander,
drift off and dream.” But perhaps the most
enthralling part of this book is the author’s
experiences diving at famous sites now af-
fectionately called Octopolis and Octlantis,
just off the coast of eastern Australia
where several octopuses live, hunt, fight
and make more octopuses.

It’s an experience that demands we con-
sider the very real possibility that an octo-
pus, an animal already regarded as one of
the most complex in the animal kingdom,
is a being with multiple selves. A breath-
taking explanation follows, and it’s one
that makes even a cephalopod fan like me
swoon over the myriad possibilities for re-
thinking the mind as a sort of hidden realm
for sentience.

Godfrey-Smith declares, “The world is
fuller, more replete with experience than
many people have countenanced,” and af-
ter reading this book, I can’t help feeling as
if whole beings have come into sharp focus
just as they did on my first look into a mi-
croscope all those years ago. “Metazoa”
brings an extraordinary and astute look at
our own mind’s essential link to the animal
world. 0
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THE QUESTION HAS confounded many:
How does Pakistan stay alive?

The 73-year-old nation born of a bitter
postcolonial divorce has heaved through
humiliating defeats, careened from coup to
coup and stubbornly endured despite re-
lentless forces working to unweave it.

How?
The New York Times foreign correspon-

dent Declan Walsh is the latest to try to an-
swer that question. In his new book, “The
Nine Lives of Pakistan: Dispatches From a

Precarious State,” he pulls from years of
contact with sources on the ground,
presenting nine narratives — each given
its own chapter — to paint a vivid, complex
portrait of a country at a crossroads.

This nuclear-armed nation is today the
fifth most populous in the world. Its sub-
continental perch grants it strategic geo-
political importance. And though its past
wars with India seem to consume Paki-
stan’s almighty army leaders, for the past
two decades it’s largely been America’s
war in neighboring Afghanistan that’s de-
manded their attention.

Walsh spent nearly a decade living in
and covering Pakistan, first for The Guard-
ian, then for The Times. His tenure co-
incided with some of the country’s most
turbulent modern years: fraught elections,
assassinations and military rule; a war
next door and within; and a tenuous alli-
ance with the United States fraying to the
breaking point, particularly after Ameri-
can Special Forces found Osama bin Laden
hiding inside Pakistan, and killed him.

During Walsh’s years in Pakistan, he
produced news story after news story, un-
til, in 2013, he became one himself.

He was unceremoniously kicked out of
the country by the government, presented
the decision by police officers who showed
up at his Islamabad home in the middle of
the night. Among the group was a bearded
man in civilian clothes, who handed him an
envelope marked “By Special Messenger,”
containing a letter giving him 72 hours to
leave. “The Special Messenger,” Walsh
writes, “flashed me an awkward smile and
then, in the finest tradition of subcontinen-
tal bureaucracy, politely asked me to sign
for my own expulsion order.”

It’s here that Walsh begins his book, with

his own departure, a personal mystery
that needs solving: What was it about his
work that led the authorities to throw him
out?

Most of the “nine lives” he goes on to
profile were previously subjects of Walsh’s
reporting. The two exceptions are an intel-
ligence source he tracks down to try to un-
derstand his expulsion, and the country’s
founder, Muhammad Ali Jinnah. Jinnah is
Pakistan’s original enigma: a thoroughly
westernized, secular barrister who fought
for a Muslim homeland after Partition.
Walsh offers Jinnah’s vision of what Paki-
stan could be — a nation of faith, unity and
discipline — and then proceeds to docu-
ment just how far from that vision it has
moved.

Walsh’s writing is elegant and expres-
sive. It does what the best foreign corre-
spondence should: transport the reader.
Chaudhry Aslam, a Karachi policeman
profiled in 2011 by Walsh as “Pakistan’s
toughest cop,” along with the teeming city
of 20 million he policed, takes robust form
through Walsh’s words. He writes of the
city at night after “the last rickshaws skit-
tered home along streets bathed in flicker-
ing amber light” and of Aslam’s office,
which “had the gleam of a mortuary and
the furtive bustle of a mobster’s den.”

In Lahore, Asma Jahangir, a diminutive
human rights lawyer with a reputation for
speaking unvarnished truth to power,
comes alive through Walsh’s precise, ob-
servational reporting, her “rapid-fire sen-
tences flicking between plain English and
legalese as she pulled on beedis — thin,
hand-rolled cigarettes of a kind typically
used by poor Pakistanis.”

Deep in the restive Balochistan Province,
home to a separatist movement that still be-

devils Pakistan’s powerful military, Walsh
introduces us to a local chieftain, Nawab Ak-
bar Shahbaz Khan Bugti — “a tribal aes-
thete, poetry lover and insufferable snob,”
who, “in this lost corner of Pakistan . . . was
as close to a deity as you could get.”

War is a constant. Aslam’s war against
surging Taliban forces in Karachi. Ja-
hangir’s war against the powerful elite.
Bugti’s war against Pakistan’s military
(and the army’s brutal campaign to stop
it). Every character is fighting on his or her
own front line in some way. But a nation is
surely more than the wars it fights, and the
focus on these particular voices presents a
somewhat limited picture.

The selection of overwhelmingly male
subjects, most of them in positions of rela-
tive privilege and power, further narrows
the scope. Pakistan is a country of more
than 200 million people. Nearly half are fe-
male. By some estimates, almost one-
quarter of Pakistanis live in poverty. Ex-
cept for Jahangir, no woman is given more
than a supporting role in the book, and the
poor remain largely in the background.

Even the chapter featuring the story of
Asia Bibi — a Christian woman who is sen-
tenced to hang for blasphemy, and, after in-
ternational outrage, later acquitted by the
Supreme Court — is told through the lens
of a man, Salmaan Taseer, Punjab’s gover-
nor, who was murdered by one of his own
guards for demanding justice for Bibi.

WALSH BEAUTIFULLY BRAIDS in brief his-
tory lessons, placing each voice in proper
context and feeding a richer understand-
ing for readers coming to the region fresh.
To grasp the layered vista on which Aslam
operates, Walsh traces Karachi’s growth
from quiet backwater to megacity over a

full century. He journeys to Punjab Prov-
ince’s 17th-century Mughal roots before
unfurling Jahangir’s fight for justice today.
And before diving into Bugti’s battles, he
gives us the story of the Balochs’ 12th-cen-
tury migration and the generations of up-
risings that followed.

Peppered throughout are reminders
that this work is not easy. It is telling that
among the nine profiled in the book, only
one subject remains alive; more than half
were killed. Walsh functions with the as-
sumption that his lines are tapped, works
to avoid intelligence tails and continues to
pry into the dark corners that those in
power wish he wouldn’t.

Eventually it is that prying that puts him
in the cross hairs of Pakistan’s leaders. A
supplicant civilian government can’t save
him. Diplomatic entreaties fail. The mili-
tary and its intelligence arm flex their
muscles, flick their wrists and have Walsh
removed, after a much longer stint than
many foreign correspondents in Pakistan.

That investment on the ground is appar-
ent in his book. Despite the fighting, the un-
certainty and the sheer degree of difficulty
involved in reporting in Pakistan, his famil-
iarity with and fondness for the people and
places he covers is clear. Even after he is
kicked out, he unsuccessfully petitions offi-
cials overseas for one last chance to re-
turn: “If nothing else, I wanted closure, an
opportunity to say farewell to the country
that filled my life for a decade.” 0

On the Verge
A kaleidoscopic portrait of Pakistan.

By AMNA NAWAZ

THE NINE LIVES OF PAKISTAN
Dispatches From a Precarious State 
By Declan Walsh
Illustrated. 337 pp. W.W. Norton & Company.

$30.

The Pakistani human rights lawyer Asma Jahangir, in 1999.
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What was it about Walsh’s work
as a reporter that led Pakistan
to throw him out?

AMNA NAWAZ is the senior national correspon-
dent and primary substitute anchor for “PBS
NewsHour.” She was formerly a foreign corre-
spondent and Islamabad bureau chief for
NBC News.
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I HAD BEEN away from my study in London for six
months, but as soon as I got back last December, I
sensed that something was wrong. Everything was as I
had left it: filing cabinet, desk, lights, reclining chair for
reading and napping. The floor-to-ceiling shelves, cover-
ing almost every inch of available wall, were stuffed with
books, arranged in an order that makes sense only to
me. There were some new books to cram into already
tightly packed shelves. Old hardbacks were reunited
with the dust jackets that had been left behind as place-
holders. There were quotes to check, and it
was a pleasure, as always, to look these up
— but some lingering, unspecified unease
remained.

On the third day, I needed to look up a
line in “A Happy Death” and went over to
the Camus section. There it was, along with
the biography by Herbert Lottman that had
fallen apart while I was reading it in Algiers
in 1991. But where was Olivier Todd’s biog-
raphy of Camus — a hardback that I’d
reviewed when the English edition came
out in 1997? It was conspicuous in its ab-
sence, like the character in the Dylan song:
“The only person on the scene missin’ was
the Jack of Hearts.” I looked along the
Camus section, then to one side among the
Calassos and Calvinos and, on the other, in
the Careys (Joyce and Peter). I extended
the search into the B’s and D’s. Nothing. So
that explained the weird feeling of unspeci-
fied wrong. My Olivier Todd biography of
Camus had gone.

Andrew, an American friend who had
stayed at the flat while we were away, was
an avowed Camus fan and therefore the
prime suspect. But knowing me, knowing
how well I knew where everything went, he
must have known he could never pull off a
heist like this.

Another possibility was that although I
had only now registered its absence, the
book had actually gone missing, unnoticed,
years earlier. This was as hard to credit as
the loss was hard to bear — because the
loss was not confined to the Camus bio. My
entire library had been ruined in the way
that a small ink stain destroys a shirt. Rationally, I knew
that the library was not significantly diminished by the
loss of a book I would never need to consult again, but I
also felt that I no longer even had a library. I summoned
all of my powers of nonattachment — of which I have
none — and tried to come to terms with this loss.

Andrew’s own house in Los Angeles had partly burned
down, so he was living elsewhere while it was renovated.
I’d been really worried about this fire, and not only be-
cause, at the time, he had borrowed my copy of Mark
Lilla’s “The Once and Future Liberal.” (Fortunately, it was
not even smoke-damaged. “Thank God!” I’d texted.) An-
other friend, Pico Iyer, had lost his childhood home in a fire
in California and when we’d been on a panel together, he’d

said that the experience had taught him that the only
things that matter are the things you can carry in your
heart and head. He got a round of applause from the sym-
pathetic audience, but I got a laugh when I mimed the
gesture of throwing up. The things that matter to me are
things. At some level, I think it’s an only-child trait: Lack-
ing sisters, brothers and, in my case, pets, we become
overfond of our toys, develop excessive emotional attach-
ment to the works of Beatrix Potter. But Pico is an only
child, too, so there must be more to it than that.

“Whatever the reason,” I said to my wife as she tried
to console me after the Camus episode, “I’ll just never
love another human being as much as I love my books.”

Life had to go on, of course, and it did, sort of. But
while sitting in my study, I was conscious that I had to
avoid letting my gaze stray into the C section, and that if
I did happen to glance over there, I would always fixate
on this weird biblio equivalent of the Bermuda Triangle
in the vain hope that, in all of my previous searches, I
had somehow overlooked the book with Cartier-Bres-
son’s portrait of Camus on the cover, staring me exist-
entially in the face.

And then, as happens in thrillers, a quite extraordi-
nary plot twist occurred. My in-laws came to stay for
Christmas. It was lovely. My father-in-law also has an
impressive library that he guards quite jealously. I’d
borrowed a copy of Thomas Mann’s (long out-of-print)
“Last Essays” from him and though he remained calm

and courteous, it was obvious to me that all he was
thinking about was getting his mitts on it again. My
sister-in-law, meanwhile, was happily reading my copy
of “The Names,” by Don DeLillo, but she didn’t look as if
she would finish it by the end of her stay. To my aston-
ishment, I heard myself say that she could borrow it
even though it was a British first edition, signed by the
Donster himself. Coming rapidly to my senses, I said
that she should leave the cover behind, partly to pre-
serve it from damage (preserve from damage the thing

intended to protect the book itself from
damage) and partly to indicate that it was
“out on loan” (not a phrase I ever thought
I’d hear myself utter).

But that wasn’t the plot twist. The twist
occurred when Sharon, my mother-in-law,
prompted by all of this loose and jolly talk
about borrowing and lending, said — and
she didn’t confess, she simply said — that
she still had my copy of the Olivier Todd
biography of Camus. It was an electrifying
moment. My wife told everyone that I had
been “in a right old tizz” over that book, but
now I was, as they say, overjoyed that it
was safe. No one could explain how it had
ended up at my in-laws’ house. Sharon had
never been in our flat on her own and my
wife could not recall lending it to her —
something she does not have the authority
to do. That, if you like, is the unresolved
front story. The back story was that Sharon
was less interested in Albert than in his
biographer, randy old Olivier (in his 90s
now), who had pursued her in the early
1960s when she came from Arkansas to
study piano in Paris, where she had met
my father-in-law while he was researching
his doctorate.

At this point the story could have been
called “All’s Well That Ends Well,” but, as
viewers of “The Undoing” know all too
well, the end is not always the end and all
was far from well. Early in the new year, it
seems, the Todd somehow got mixed in
with a stack of books from my father-in-
law’s study that he had offloaded on vari-
ous unsuspecting charity shops. I felt I was

in a position to sue for punitive damages, that in a kind
of reverse decimation, I was entitled to 10 titles of my
choice from my father-in-law’s library for the (double)
loss of this one of mine.

Long months passed, during which time Camus, for
some inexplicable reason, gradually slid down the rank-
ings of my list of most-loved authors. Other things hap-
pened in and to our burning world. One of these,
Covid-19, means that we won’t be back in Britain this
year — a shame, because there is late breaking news.
Poor Camus was not deported to the well-meaning Ox-
fam gulag after all. He has been found, not alive and well
exactly, but adequately preserved, wearing his dusty
dust jacket, among a box of assorted junk in my in-laws’
pantry. What was he doing there? No explanation has
been forthcoming, but it would be absurd, in Camus’s
terms, to “admit sin and refuse grace.” In a case swathed
in mystery, there is room for the miraculous. 0
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Virginia Woolf’s “Mrs. Dalloway” is a revolutionary
novel of profound scope and depth, about a day in the life
of a woman who runs a few errands, sees an old suitor
and gives a dull party. It’s a masterpiece created out of
the humblest narrative materials.

Woolf was among the first writers to understand that
there are no insignificant lives, only inadequate ways of
looking at them. In “Mrs. Dalloway,” Woolf insists that a
single, outwardly ordinary day in the life of a woman
named Clarissa Dalloway, an outwardly rather ordinary
person, contains just about everything one needs to
know about human life, in more or less the way
nearly every cell contains the entirety of an
organism’s DNA.

With “Mrs. Dalloway,” Woolf asserted as well
that we are all embarked on epic journeys of our
own, even though, to the untrained eye, some of
us, many of us, might look as if we’re only there
to tidy up or to do our best to amuse our bosses.

Woolf knew that questions of scale are relative
— that the movements of heavenly bodies seen
through a telescope are not any more mysterious
or revelatory than those of subatomic particles
seen through a microscope. Each is an all but
imponderable vastness. Each is in constant
motion according to a series of apparently co-
gent, but by no means fully comprehensible,
rules and principles. Only God, and a handful of
mortals, understand that the differences be-
tween a proton and the planet Jupiter are negli-
gible, if we eliminate the essentially irrelevant
factor of mass.

But what, then, about “Mrs. Dalloway” itself?
It’s one thing to maintain that Woolf created a
profound and revolutionary novel out of a single
day in the life of a relatively conventional per-
son. It’s one thing to say that the book may have
about as much to do with discovering the laws of
human physics as it does with traditional narra-
tive.

It’s another thing to ask ourselves: How, ex-
actly, did she do that?

In “Mrs. Dalloway” we follow Clarissa, a soci-
ety hostess, well-heeled and gracious, a little
false, no longer young, as she walks through
London on a balmy day in June. Like Clarissa
herself, neither the day’s tasks nor the evening’s
party is particularly auspicious. London, after all,
produces 30 June days every year, and you could say
that for Clarissa, the wife of a Conservative member of
Parliament, giving parties is simply part of her job de-
scription.

Still. If in “Mrs. Dalloway” there’s no such thing as an
insignificant person, there is, as well, no such thing as a
usual day. Clarissa’s pleasant but seemingly unextraordi-
nary day is nevertheless infused with “life; London; this
moment of June.” One ignores the marvels of all three, in
their lyrically descending order, at risk to one’s soul.

Yet “Mrs. Dalloway” is considerably more than a
paean to the daily beauties. If it were strictly a celebra-

tion of life, however exquisitely written, we wouldn’t
have this much use for it so many decades after it was
published, in 1925. If “Mrs. Dalloway” is a swooningly
gorgeous book, it is also a dark and disquieting one.

For one thing, “Mrs. Dalloway” is haunted by the
restless ghosts of the living. There’s Peter Walsh, the
man Clarissa might have married but didn’t; Sally Seton,
the woman with whom she might have allowed herself to
fall in love (but didn’t); and Septimus Warren Smith, a
delusional, shellshocked veteran of World War I, who
walks through London on the same day, in the same

general vicinity, as Clarissa, but whom Clarissa never
actually meets.

Along with its most prominent characters, “Mrs. Dal-
loway” is almost as densely populated as a novel by
Charles Dickens. In “Mrs. Dalloway”’s London, con-
sciousness passes from one character to another in more
or less the way a baton is passed among members of a
relay race. If, for instance, a young Scottish woman,
newly arrived in London, wanders lost and disconsolate
through Regent’s Park, we briefly enter her mind, feel
her unhappiness (“the stone basins, the prim flowers . . .
all seemed, after Edinburgh, so queer. . . . She had left
her people; they had warned her what would happen”)
until she is noticed by an older woman, at which moment
we switch to the consciousness of the old woman, who,
envying the first woman’s youth, mourns the loss of her
own (“it’s been a hard life. . . . What hadn’t she given to
it? Roses; figure; her feet too.”) until we are snapped

back to Clarissa, as she returns home to learn she has
not been invited to an exclusive, politically inspired
luncheon.

Prominent among the novel’s wonders is Clarissa
herself, a person more likely, in other novels, to appear
as a trivial, foolish and peripheral character. Woolf’s
Clarissa, however, although possessed of foolish and
trivial aspects, is also capable of feeling this: “She would
not say of any one in the world now that they were this
or were that. She felt very young; at the same time
unspeakably aged. She sliced like a knife through every-

thing; at the same time was outside, looking on.
She had a perpetual sense, as she watched the
taxi cabs, of being out, out, far out to sea and
alone; she always had the feeling that it was
very, very dangerous to live even one day.”

The world of “Mrs. Dalloway” is not in any
way a simple, or simplified, world. If, as Henry
James put it, a writer is someone “on whom
nothing is lost,” one might presume to add, in
Woolf’s name, that a writer is also someone on
whom no one is lost. All the people who appear
in “Mrs. Dalloway,” however peripherally, are
visiting the book from unwritten novels of their
own, the tales of their trials and triumphs, even
though, in “Mrs. Dalloway,” they may occupy
less than a paragraph, may appear only as a
discouraged man who contemplates saying a
prayer at St. Paul’s Cathedral, or as an impover-
ished Irishwoman who speculates, gleefully,
over which exalted personage occupies the
royal motor car as it rumbles past her on a
crowded street.

The book encompasses, as well, almost infi-
nite shades and degrees of happiness, loss,
satisfaction, regret and tragedy. It invokes, over
and over, the choices we make, those that are
made for us by others, and their sometimes
lifelong ramifications, many of which we could
not possibly have imagined at the time.

Would Clarissa’s life have been more fulfilling
had she married Peter, a mercurial romantic,
instead of the more solid, if rather unexciting,
Richard Dalloway?

It seems safe to say that Clarissa’s life would
have been markedly different if she’d pursued
Sally beyond a single, covert, girlhood kiss, but

would life as a same-sex couple in the 1920s have been a
better life?

Whatever might pass for regret or nostalgia is rescued
by Woolf’s respect for the ambiguous and the unknow-
able. If a good-enough novel shows us where its charac-
ters went wrong, a great novel is more likely to eschew
the very notion that anyone can be seen, with any de-
gree of certainty, to have gone either “right” or “wrong.”
Under “Mrs. Dalloway”’s brilliantly crafted surface is a
chaos of decisions made and not made, of the conse-
quences of both, and of the uncountable parallel lives
lived silently, invisibly, alongside our own.

And so we have Peter Walsh, still mooning over the
Clarissa he lost, decades earlier. We have Richard Dal-
loway, mooning over the Clarissa he won but who evades
him still, after many years of marriage. We find our-
selves in a world in which the past is neither more nor
less than a present that occurred in another time; a 
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THE DANSE MACABRE between religion and
violence has long been a cultural fixture in
the South, brilliantly evoked by Flannery
O’Connor, a Catholic unmoored among
evangelical Georgians, in stories like
“Good Country People” and “The River.” It
has been borne out in real-life events, too,
from the murder of Alberta King, Martin

Luther King Jr.’s mother, as she played the
organ in Atlanta’s Ebenezer Baptist
Church, to Dylann Roof’s slaughter of a
prayer circle in Charleston, S.C.

Michael Bible’s crystalline new novel,
“The Ancient Hours,” plays off these hor-
rors, opening with a Greek chorus of mid-
dle-aged men as they recount a transfor-
mative tragedy in the postcard town of
Harmony, N.C. One Sunday morning in
2000, Iggy, a disturbed teenager, strode
into a service at First Baptist and doused

himself with gasoline, inspired by the sui-
cides of Buddhist monks. As he struck a
match, his friend Johnny rushed him,
sparking an inferno that engulfed the sanc-
tuary and killed 25 congregants but some-
how spared Iggy, Johnny’s sanctimonious
mother and a 4-year-old boy.

From there, “The Ancient Hours” roams
back and forth across time, plumbing
crushed lives amid a backdrop of blossom-
ing dogwoods and meteor showers. Bible
knows his Bible Belt well, its family secrets
and summer storms, the rigid social grids
through which sex sluices like lake water.
He’s drawn to the consequences of rebel-
lion.

By far the most engrossing chapters are
narrated by Iggy himself in 2006, as he
awaits execution in a holding cell, scrib-
bling down a memoir that serves as back
story: “I did horrible things. I hit my
mother once and I wrecked a stranger’s
car and I stole three grand from my father
to buy drugs.” He’d drifted toward booze
and weed, forming a ménage à trois with
his dyed-hair girlfriend, Cleo, and his aspi-
ring dancer boyfriend, Paul. Bible beauti-
fully captures the listless yaw of these out-
siders as they search for meaning in a
place where there’s little to do but drive 90
miles an hour along back roads, light joints
and hook up.

But the Baptists will not be ignored.
They pack Iggy off to rehab camp, where

he’s forced to repent his vices and fund-
raise for mission trips, interventions that
only kindle his self-immolation scheme.
“In six days, I’ll be weightless,” he writes
from prison. “Like a dog chases rabbits in

his sleep, I pine for Cleo and Paul. I dream
of getting high and shooting roman can-
dles with them from the top of a speeding
freight train, racing through the night. . . . I
dream of gladiolus tall as swords in shop
windows.”

Bible treads a fine line between ripe
prose and a staccato cadence as he moves
into the stories of others scarred by Iggy’s
crime. The novel shifts, polyphonic, be-
tween timelines, jig-sawing its narrative,
revealing depths in the shallowest of char-
acters. Harmony, unsurprisingly, is more
nuanced than a Hardee’s menu. There’s
the occasional misfire — a diaper-clad 5-
year-old, a mystical mood Cleo calls the
Constant — but Bible is spot on as he illu-
minates the patterns of calamity, how they
radiate outward.

By necessity Southern writers are un-
easy moralists: They go along to get along,
plotting their transgressions on the page.
It’s fitting, then, that here Bible draws up
his own Holy Writ, both recoiling from reli-
gious fervor and bowing to its power. At
just over 100 pages, “The Ancient Hours”
may seem a slender meditation on a life
that jumps the guardrails of right-and-
wrong, but it packs a wallop: The actual
culprits may be the folks in the pulpit and
pews, fanning away the poor in spirit with
their “thoughts and prayers and thoughts
and prayers and thoughts and prayers.” 0
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world in which it’s all but impossible to distinguish the
missed opportunity from the narrow escape.

Maybe the book’s most singular innovation, however,
is the alternating stories of Clarissa Dalloway and Septi-
mus Warren Smith, who do not know of each other’s
existence until the very end, when Septimus arrives at
Clarissa’s party as a true ghost, not only disembodied
but nameless, nothing left of him but his suffering and
his violent end. At the very last moment, their lives
converge, but only across the divide of mortality itself.

While Septimus is still alive, though, we move back
and forth between the utter veracity of Clarissa’s do-
main, which can run to the banal, and the tumultuous
delusions of Septimus’s, where a little banality might be
a welcome relief.

Though seldom discussed as such, “Mrs. Dalloway” is
one of the great novels of World War I. Woolf always
intended it to be set in London just after the war — in an
England that had lost hundreds of thousands of people;
in a London in which, partly owing to new weapons like

mustard gas and flamethrowers, the streets after Armi-
stice were crowded with sons, husbands and fathers
who’d returned from combat alive but so maimed as to
be unrecognizable. Woolf was too squeamish (or respect-
ful) to include such details, but I’ve always found it
illuminating to remember that on the streets on which
Clarissa walked, on which she greeted acquaintances
and considered gloves in a shop window, there would
have been men missing limbs, men with melted faces,
making their way among those who’d gone out to shop
or to promenade.

In an early draft, Woolf opened the book (then titled
“The Hours”) with Peter Walsh walking among the
still-intact steeples and statues of central London as a
troop of soldiers marched by to lay a memorial wreath in
Trafalgar Square. Peter, musing on his own failures and
frailties, thought of a woman he’d once loved, named
Clarissa.

And, at that moment, a book titled “The Hours” be-
came one called “Mrs. Dalloway.” At that moment a book

that had opened with the line “In Westminster, where
temples, meeting houses, conventicles, & steeples of all
kinds are congregated together, there is at all hours &
halfhours, a round of bells, correcting each other, assev-
erating that time has come a little earlier, or stayed a
little later, here or here,” became a book that opened with
the line “Mrs. Dalloway said she would buy the flowers
herself.”

“Mrs. Dalloway” would be a book about a London that
had been changed forever, superimposed over a London
determined to get back to business as usual, as quickly
as possible. Clarissa would stand in for all those who still
believed in flowers and parties; Septimus for those
who’d been harmed beyond any powers of recovery. The
novel would also mark the early period of a literary
career that would change forever the ways in which
novels are written, and read. It’s an intricately wrought
portrait of a place and a moment, and a stunningly acute
depiction of the multifarious experience of living a life,
anywhere, at any time. 0
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“TO BE A JEW in the twentieth century / Is
to be offered a gift,” Muriel Rukeyser ob-
served in a poem that has made its way not
just into anthologies, but also into prayer
books. If that sounds odd, looking back at
the 20th century, let me assure you Rukey-
ser wasn’t being naïve; she was writing in
the early 1940s, and she went on to ac-
knowledge that “to be a Jew” wasn’t the
kind of gift that’s easy to accept — in fact,
she wrote, “The gift is torment.”

The poet and critic Adam Kirsch seizes
upon that conflicted quality of Jewish ex-
perience as the organizing principle for his
new survey of “some of the most signifi-
cant and compelling Jewish books of the
20th century.” He calls it “The Blessing and
the Curse,” and aside from being a nod to
Deuteronomy by a contemporary literary
essayist who has spent recent years bo-
ning up on the Jewish classics, this is a sen-
sible enough way to approach the century,
as it accounts for its Jews’ very low lows
(victims of genocide) and very high highs
(long-awaited sovereignty and gobsmack-
ing success).

In four sections, each offering short es-
says on slightly less than a minyan of
books, Kirsch covers what we might call

the Common Core version of 20th-century
Jewish history: Europe, America, Israel
and God — the last treated in a section ti-
tled “Making Judaism Modern.”

Within this framework, Kirsch plays all
the greatest hits: Franz Kafka, Isaac Babel
and Anne Frank, as well as the Nobel lau-
reates S. Y. Agnon, Isaac Bashevis Singer,
Elie Wiesel and Saul Bellow. The conclud-
ing section on theology contains some

likely less familiar names — Hermann Co-
hen, Joseph Soloveitchik, Judith Plaskow
— but I’m here with my Ph.D. to tell you
that they would raise no eyebrows on an
“Introduction to Jewish Studies” syllabus.

Kirsch’s essays are expertly made, each
one deftly including just enough historical
context, healthy portions of summary and
exposition, and the lightest sprinkling of
interpretation and evaluation. He says just
enough to make the value of a book clear,
without too many spoilers, and he doesn’t
go on too long or belabor his points. The es-
says could serve as models for anyone
asked to write the introduction for a new
paperback edition of a well-worn text.

Along the way, Kirsch covers major top-
ics and concepts in modern Jewish history,
anti-Semitism and exile and immigration
and genocide and so on, and he quotes an
anthology’s worth of key lines and slogans.

“Someone must have slandered Joseph K.,
for one morning, without having done any-
thing wrong, he was arrested” (Kafka);
“My heart, stained crimson with murder,
squeaked and overflowed” (Babel’s “My
First Goose”); “If you will it, it is no dream”
(Theodor Herzl); “I still believe, in spite of
everything, that people are truly good at
heart” (Anne Frank); “I am an American,
Chicago-born” (Bellow’s “The Adventures
of Augie March”). In some cases, Kirsch
adds an important gloss — Frank’s line “in
context . . . sounds almost desperate,
something she says not because it’s true
but because she needs to believe it,” Kirsch
insightfully notes — but often he’s simply
recalling for his audience a quotable quote.

Kirsch offers for each book a crystal-
clear and eloquently phrased summation
that no intelligent reader could disagree

with. What Wiesel’s “Night” “wants to
communicate about the Holocaust” is that
“afterward . . . the world can never be the
same.” For Anzia Yezierska, author of the
classic novel “Bread Givers” (1925), “the
Jewish past” is “a combination of inspira-
tion and burden.” Amos Oz’s early stories
about kibbutz residents suggest that “the
qualities of toughness and overbearing
confidence that built up the State of Israel
might also end up dooming it.” Yes, yes, it’s
all true — who would argue?

Readers who will appreciate the accessi-
bility and clarity of these essays will also
be relieved to discover that Kirsch has kept
at bay any trappings of academic literary
scholarship (citations, notes). Experts, on
the other hand, might notice that Kirsch of-
ten errs when he says something was the
“first” of its kind. They might be peeved
when he promulgates a myth, thoroughly
debunked by the historian Hasia Diner,
that the Holocaust was, for a decade and a
half after the end of World War II, an “un-
processed trauma,” and that “it took Amer-
ican Jewry a generation to begin to come to
terms with it.” Speakers of many lan-
guages — who may notice that of the fa-
mous lines above, only one was composed
in English — might also be annoyed that
while Kirsch acknowledges Jews’ literary
multilingualism, he never delves into the
complexities of translating from Russian,
German, Yiddish, Hebrew and other lan-
guages.

MOST TROUBLING, for a contemporary
reader, is that Kirsch presents 20th-century
literature through a narrow 20th-century
lens. It’s a vision of that century in which
women are a minority (they account for

about a quarter of Kirsch’s authors); homo-
sexuals don’t seem to exist, except for Tony
Kushner; poets, like Rukeyser, don’t exist,
except for Yehuda Amichai; and Sephardi
and Mizrahi Jews don’t exist, except for an
apology in Kirsch’s introduction.

In other words, Kirsch does not propose
a new and improved canon. He surveys
one we’ve been kicking around for quite a
while — back in 2000, the scholar Ruth
Wisse treated many of the same books in
“The Modern Jewish Canon,” based on a
course she taught to thousands of students
at Harvard, Kirsch’s alma mater — and ex-
presses his belief in its powers.

In fact, more than anything else, Kirsch’s
new book is an expression of his abiding
faith. Not a faith in God, Zionism or Amer-
ica — he is open-minded about all of these,
willing to see the different sides. Instead,
Kirsch’s is a traditional liberal faith in
books themselves, and in their power to
edify, soothe and unite people. It’s a faith
shared with many writers and readers of
book reviews, and it’s the same one that led
a group of young American Jews to create
the Jewish Publication Society in Philadel-
phia in the 1880s, at a moment of crisis and
division, on the theory that books could
“enlist the sympathy of all, even the most
rigidly orthodox, and even the most wildly
radical,” and “form a meeting point of intel-
lectual kinship to those who, on religious
and doctrinal grounds, are most wildly and
bitterly dissevered.”

Such a faith in books has sometimes
been dismissed as middlebrow, at least by
intellectuals. But in our collapsing Amer-
ica, stopping to read a book, let alone a
whole shelf of them, as Kirsch has done —
rather than distractedly scrolling through
a listicle of 10 takeaways from some new
tell-all — has come to seem an increasingly
noble, perhaps utopian, act.

As fascism flowers at home and abroad,
and conspiracy theorists sharpen their
knives while readying congressional bids,
why not hope, alongside Kirsch, that a few
readers will find their way for the first time
to a writer like Primo Levi or Grace Paley
or Abraham Joshua Heschel, and through
them to a more nuanced and accepting un-
derstanding not just of Jews, but also of re-
cent history? As Anne Frank wrote,
“Where there’s hope, there’s life.” 0
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POETRY HAS A LONG, proud history of act-
ing as if readers don’t exist. Often this is a
good thing. When Plath writes in “Lady
Lazarus,” “I eat men like air,” we don’t feel
that she has much interest in our reaction.
We’re simply being allowed to witness,
which is enjoyable because spectacles —
fires, lightning storms, flesh-eating zombie
women — are fascinating to watch. But, of
course, to act as if the reader doesn’t exist
is exactly that: to act. Every good poet
knows she’s performing for an audience,
whether she acknowledges it or not.

The contrary approach is to turn toward
the reader, to involve her directly in what-
ever the poem is up to. Often this is a subtle
matter of convincing readers that they’re
part of a “we.” When Bishop writes in
“Poem” about “the little that we get for
free, / the little of our earthly trust,” that
“we” is us. But readers can also be
straightforwardly summoned: “You come
too,” Frost says in “The Pasture.” Either
way, the idea is to take advantage of the un-
certainty over who’s doing what as a poem
is read; not only to break the fourth wall,
but to leave us unsure who exactly is on-
stage, to make us wonder if the stage even
exists.

Vijay Seshadri is this latter, very curious
sort of poet. Seshadri’s poems are testily
smart, often funny, conceptually intricate
and so chock-full of irony that it’s hard to
avoid making a pun here involving mag-
nets or multivitamins. Seshadri’s latest
book — his fifth, and his first since he won
the Pulitzer for “3 Sections” in 2014 — is
called “That Was Now, This Is Then.”

The essence of Seshadri’s writing is con-
versation, and that conversation is coiling
and liquid, not diffident. Seshadri is fluent
in an unusually wide range of forms — he
ranges here from rhymed quatrains to fat
blocks of prose — and his voice is typically
chatty, probing, importuning, self-mock-
ing. As in the beginning of “Meeting
(Thick)”:

I’ll meet if you really want to meet.
I’ll even meet in some small café or

some
park across the way. But I won’t meet

for long,
and not for a minute will I look at you in

your isolation,
your human isolation. Looking at yours

makes me look at mine —
transparencies of each other are they,

yours and mine —
and I don’t have time for mine, so how

could I have time for yours?

He’s a poet who mesmerizes not by still-
ness but by zigs and zags, and he very
much wants to take the reader with him as
he island hops from idea to idea. Here’s the
beginning of “To the Reader,” which seems
fair to take as a statement of his poetics:

I’m writing this so I can tell you that
what you’re thinking

about me is exactly what I’m thinking
about you.

What you’re reading is exactly what
you’re writing,

by the light of a taper, deep inside
yourself,

at your walnut secretary.

Seshadri goes on to compare this inter-
twining to “spooky action at a distance,”
which is Einstein’s somewhat skeptical de-
scription of quantum entanglement (basi-
cally, the idea that in certain systems,
changing one particle will change its coun-
terpart, even if far away). The suggestion
is that the reader-writer-poem relation-

ship is similarly entangled — and since this
idea is being expressed in a poem itself, the
result is something like a ball of yarn inside
a ball of yarn.

Seshadri relishes this kind of complex-
ity, whether it means extending a conceit
or changing the scale of a poem like a de-
tective zooming in on or out from surveil-
lance footage. Consider “Birding,” which
begins with the simple image of “A gray
bird with a crest and a black mask” that ex-
pands to “a large wader, gimlet-eyed, un-
der / the sun’s gimlet eye.” And then this
happens:

The sun itself a larger bird,
its wings manufacturing
the solar wind

that devours, that is what can devour a
person —

floating in the vacuum
of perpetual space,
which is what there is and also is

itself a bird, a blackbird,
its black eye, black in black,
its sidewise look that makes you
look back.

When you can shift from a blackbird to

the solar wind to the blackness of space,
which is looking at you even as you are
yourself engaged in looking, there is very
little you can’t bring into the conversation.

Seshadri’s prickly inventiveness serves
him especially well when he writes about
gender. “Man and Woman Talking” is ex-
actly that, a dialogue premised on the as-
sertion by “Man” that “we built the world,”
which proceeds through both the obvious
problems with this claim and questions
about what, in any case, has been built. The
poem ends by quoting Henry Vaughan’s
“The World” in an acid rain of irony. There
is a similarly uncomfortable yet fitting
sense of doubling and reversal in “Mar-
riage” (a companion, it seems to me, of an
earlier poem called “Family Happiness”),
which pictures the male speaker as having
“two people inside me,” one adult and ca-
pable, the other consumed by infant ego.
The speaker doesn’t want these identities
resolved; rather, “I want them to be insep-
arable, inevitable. / I don’t want the chil-
dren to suffer.”

To write as an ironist, especially today, is
to risk that the reader loses patience with
hedging, backtracking, spirals of cle-
verness. But sometimes the layers of the
onion ensure the purity of the tears. “That
Was Now, This Is Then” is anchored by
“Collins Ferry Landing,” an elegy for the
poet’s father. Its middle section, in prose,
begins by addressing Seshadri’s father in
the self-amused voice that is typical for
this writer: “I have a friend. (You’ll be glad
to know.) She and I work together. (You’ll
be glad to know I still have a job.) She’s an
ally. She’s sympathetic.” But it turns out
that this sympathetic ally has done some-
thing terrible. The poet had been speaking
about his loss (“I was telling her about
you”) and then shied away from it into a
galaxy of other subjects (“I was describing
cultures of shame evolving across millen-
nia; economies of scarcity versus econo-
mies of surplus. . . . Deep India, strewn
with elephants and cobras”). And then the
woman does this: “She put her right hand
on my left arm and said, ‘He’ll always be
with you. In your heart.’”

This “idiotic outburst” causes the poet to
shuffle almost manically through the
selves that his father’s death has torn
through like a stone through paper (“I was
seeing myself as the star of my loss, its pro-
tagonist, treading the boards”), leaving
him with a terrible knowledge that is “un-
endurable.” The sentences seethe across
the page. “This is why I kept talking and
talking, whenever I could, climbing hand
over hand up the rope of words.” He ar-
rives at last at the simple, excruciating, pe-
destrian realization that all he wants is “to
be sitting on the living-room couch, watch-
ing ‘Jeopardy!’ with you.” The poet is
there, his father is there, we are there.
Each one of us is there, before the flicker-
ing screen, and so none of us are there, and
so all of us are there. How high that highest
candle lights the dark. 0
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PAMELA RUSH DIDN’T get the home she de-
served.

She tried. In 1995, Rush bought a trailer
for about $113,000, near the woods in
Lowndes County, Ala. It had sloping floors
and gaps in the walls stuffed with rags to
keep opossums and other wild animals out.
To make it more of a sanctuary for her two
children and herself, she bought second-
hand couches and chairs, arranging them
in a semicircle around the television. She
displayed framed prints on the walls, and a
mobile with three brown-skinned angels.
“Angels live here,” it read.

Over the next quarter-century, Rush
also hosted an astonishing array of people
at her home, including Senator Bernie
Sanders of Vermont and the Rev. Dr.
William J. Barber II. They were among
many influential leaders who toured the

rural community. Rush wanted them to un-
derstand what it was really like, so she
took them out back. That’s where stinking
raw sewage dotted with toilet paper
poured out of an open pipe.

Catherine Coleman Flowers, an envi-
ronmental activist who was recently
awarded a MacArthur “genius” grant, tells
Rush’s story in “Waste: One Woman’s
Fight Against America’s Dirty Secret.” The
book spotlights an unpleasant and compli-
cated problem — the lack of proper waste
sanitation in rural America — and the phe-
nomenal toll it takes on public health and
dignity. Rush’s home had no septic system.
It would have cost at least $15,000, a price
she couldn’t afford. Moving wasn’t an op-
tion; she still owed $13,000 on a trailer that
was essentially worth nothing. They were
stuck.

In Lowndes County, a swath of rural land
between Selma and Montgomery, as many
as 90 percent of households have failing or
inadequate systems for managing waste-
water. This is structural poverty, Flowers
writes, and it’s hardly a localized problem.
From rural Appalachia to the suburbs of St.
Louis to Allensworth, the California town
that was the state’s first to be founded by
African-Americans, “Waste” follows Flow-
ers as she discovers that the failure to in-
vest in infrastructure is pervasive nation-
wide. The consequences are life-threat-
ening, but often invisible to those who live
and work in communities with more politi-
cal clout. Such conditions appear to have

reintroduced hookworm to the United
States, a tropical parasite thought to be
eradicated from the country with the ad-
vent of modern plumbing. A study by re-
searchers at Baylor College of Medicine,
catalyzed by Flowers after she developed a
mysterious rash, found evidence of hook-
worm in 34.5 percent of 55 people tested.

On top of all that, it’s not uncommon for
people to face eviction and even arrest be-
cause of this scarcity of resources. Not hav-
ing a septic system put Rush at risk, and
her sister had faced criminal charges some
years earlier.

The title “Waste,” then, has a double
meaning. It signifies both the literal fact of

waste and the loss of so much time, energy,
money and even lives. What potential
might be unleashed in a world where peo-
ple have their needs met?

Flowers brings an invigorating sense of
purpose to the page. “Waste” is written
with warmth, grace and clarity. Its
straightforward faith in the possibility of
building a better world, from the ground
up, is contagious.

As eye-opening as it is as a chronicle of
the rural sanitation crisis, “Waste” is at
least as much the autobiography of an en-
vironmental justice advocate. Flowers
shares the extraordinary story of her own
life, in all its detours, leaps of faith, luck,
strange turns, hard work and her ever-ris-
ing social consciousness.

Flowers’s parents were activists, and
her childhood home in Lowndes County
was a haven for civil rights leaders. She
eavesdropped on front-porch strategy ses-

sions with the likes of Stokely Carmichael
and Bob Mants of the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee. “At the time, I
did not realize I was not among common
men,” she writes.

Her own organizing skills were first put
to use when she campaigned against terri-
ble educators at her high school, leading to
the removal of her principal and superin-
tendent. In college, she learned to mobilize
large groups, especially in the fight to pro-
tect Alabama State University, a histori-
cally Black college, from a merger. She left
school for the Air Force, and then returned
to her studies as a newlywed at Fort Sill.
On her first day of class, her husband of

two months was injured in a freak accident
during field training. His head injury re-
sulted in amnesia, which pushed Flowers
into her next great battle: agitating for
health care and occupational rights on be-
half of her husband, while simultaneously
reintroducing herself to him. This proved
taxing.

She finished her studies while advocat-
ing and caring for her husband in the hos-
pital. “I had finished my degree program,”
Flowers writes. “I also had learned an un-
forgettable lesson about the audacity
needed to challenge structural racism no
matter where it appears.” As she moves
through Washington, D.C., Fayetteville,
Detroit and finally returns to rural Ala-
bama, Flowers has far more adventures
than can be described here. But her grow-
ing vision for a more just future is always
rooted in history, from her attunement to
the ghosts in place names to the annual

march from Selma to Montgomery that be-
comes a recurring site of connection and
mobilization for her.

Robert Caro, chronicler of the lives of
Robert Moses and Lyndon B. Johnson, has
said that he never wanted to write biogra-
phies; he wanted to write about political
power. “Waste” is something like that. It is
one woman’s story of how she built power
through her advocacy for waste treatment,
despite it being an issue that many would
prefer to ignore.

That work includes pragmatic coalition
building. Flowers found early allies in Bob
Woodson, the conservative founder of the
Woodson Center, and former Senator Jeff
Sessions of Alabama, both of whom grew
up poor. Flowers also makes a connection
with the local environmentalist for the
state health department, who is burdened
by incomplete data on septic systems and
compelled by law to act on health com-
plaints. There are a number of other high-
profile partners who make appearances,
including Senator Cory Booker of New Jer-
sey and Bryan Stevenson, founder of the
Equal Justice Initiative. (Flowers moon-
lights as the rural development manager
at E.J.I., and Stevenson wrote the foreword
to “Waste.”) At one point, Flowers finds
herself on a road trip in California with the
actress Jane Fonda and the banker Kat
Taylor, the wife of the billionaire Tom
Steyer, a former presidential candidate. At
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another point, she’s in Geneva testifying
before a panel of the United Nations. It’s a
long journey for “a poor Black girl from
Lowndes County, Alabama,” Flowers
writes.

The last quarter of the book is less inter-
esting, as the rural sanitation campaign
moves into high-powered realms full of
schmoozing and important speeches. But
then, this, too, is the story of how Flowers
generated momentum for the environmen-
tal justice movement.

Pamela Rush never got the home she de-
served. She came close. Kat Taylor pro-
vided funding to the Center for Rural En-
terprise and Environmental Justice to buy
a safe, clean house for her. Rush even vis-
ited the lot. But the team hit one obstacle
after another trying to install a septic sys-
tem. Then the coronavirus struck. Then
Rush got sick. She died of Covid-19 at age
49.

Her children may yet make the house a
home. But for now, it’s time to go beyond
individual problem-solving. “My wish,”
Flowers writes, “is that Pamela’s life, activ-
ism and death will move us to work for a
just system that provides affordable
wastewater treatment and decent housing
for the rural poor.” No more, no less. 0
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IN THE SUMMER of 1932, an Englishman
named Maurice Wilson decided he was go-
ing to be the first person to climb Mount Ev-
erest. His friends Len and Enid were sur-
prised. Nothing in his recent life as a trav-
eling salesman and occasional boulevardier
suggested much taste for hearty adventure.

But, apparently inspired by a mystical reve-
lation, and a recent course of rigorous fast-
ing, he was in a hurry to bag the summit. He
spent a few weeks in the Lake District to
learn something about climbing, took flying
lessons and, in May 1933, after a noisy news
conference, flew to India.

Having survived the long solo flight, and
outwitted the bureaucrats of the British
Empire, he spent the winter in Darjeeling.
Then, dressing himself in a shimmering
silk costume, which he thought made him
look like a holy man, he entered Tibet with
the assistance of Bhutia guides and ap-
proached Everest. He left the
guides before the first significant
climbing obstacle — a 1,000-foot
ice cliff — and died soon after,
not far from the Bhutias’ camp,
having failed (in part because
he had no equipment for ice-
climbing) to climb beyond the
base of the cliff.

Ed Caesar, the author of a fine
book on the quest to run a two-
hour marathon, has long been
captivated by Wilson, and in “The Moth
and the Mountain” he writes beautifully
about the attractions and problems of re-
searching his life. Caesar’s fundamental
challenge is that very little survives about
Wilson beyond official registers, ships’
passenger manifests and some brief diary
entries and letters, written in a bland,
cheery London slang. (“Another couple of
days and it will be 12 months since I said

cheerio to you all. How time flies. Suppose
it only feels like yesterday since you and
Len were married.”) We know more about
some figures from the late Roman Empire
than we do about Wilson.

A historian might try to construct a biog-
raphy of such a figure through a deep

analysis of the surrounding cul-
ture — using it to inform specu-

lation on the hero’s worldview.
(This is the approach Peter
Brown used to write his mag-
nificent 1967 biography of St.
Augustine.) But Caesar — bred

in the fact-checking tradition of
The New Yorker, where he is a
staff writer — will not be
drawn into speculation. He in-
sists that we cannot know

what Wilson really believed, and that
much of what Wilson says about his spiri-
tual conversion may be untrue. He does
not try to explore the varieties of turn-of-
the-century mysticism, including Madame
Blavatsky (whose “golden precepts” Wil-
son carried to Everest), or the English fas-
cination with dangerous climbs. Instead,
having recorded the few definitive facts,
Caesar fills much of the book with a gen-

eral summary of World War I, and an over-
long digression on Wilson’s brother’s bet-
ter-documented experience of fighting in a
different battalion.

Other climbers of his generation such as
George Mallory (who died 10 years before
Wilson, at least 3,500 feet higher up Ever-
est) had highly literate friends who wrote
beautifully and preserved what they
wrote. Their records allow us to admire not
only the technical skill of these other
climbers but also their capacity for friend-
ship, and their profound insights into death
and mountains. We know much less about
Wilson — and what we know suggests his
career was rickety, his personal life unedi-
fying, his writing awful and his plan in-
sane. But should this make us admire him
less? Or should we, like the great climber
Reinhold Messner, who was also fasci-
nated by Wilson, ignore the banal evidence
that survives and try instead to imagine
his soul: the toughness and courage of this
man of many fasts, setting off, dazed by
pain, alone, to try to complete the first solo
ascent of Everest? Caesar is a fine writer,
but he has not managed to find the art to
resurrect a man whose final act is so bereft
of context or explanation. 0
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ON AUG. 6, 1945, after Hiroshima was de-
stroyed, President Truman declared the
atomic bomb “the greatest thing in his-
tory.” On Oct. 21, 1962, during the Cuban
missile crisis, President Kennedy confided
to a friend, “The world really is impossible
to manage so long as we have nuclear

weapons.” The two statements sum up the
changes in thinking between those two
dates.

Benefiting from more than a half cen-
tury of hindsight, the Pulitzer-winning his-
torian Martin J. Sherwin delivers a well-re-
searched and reasoned analysis of nuclear
weapons’ impact from 1945 to 1962 in
“Gambling With Armageddon.” The book

should become the definitive account of its
subject.

Sherwin has three themes. First, history
proves that the disadvantages of nuclear
weapons outweigh their advantages. Yes,
the A-bomb brought a quick end to World
War II, but Dwight Eisenhower and Robert
Oppenheimer both believed Japan’s defeat
was imminent without the bomb. And
while it tipped the balance of power until
the Soviets developed their own nuclear
weapon in 1949, this brief American advan-
tage produced no geopolitical gains.

Sherwin, the author of a book on the leg-
acy of Hiroshima, argues that President
Eisenhower’s threat to use “massive retali-
ation” in the 1950s also moved no needles,
though it did ramp up the arms race. Then
when Kennedy began his term with the
disastrous Bay of Pigs invasion, it embold-
ened Nikita Khrushchev to introduce nu-
clear missiles into Cuba to protect the lone
Communist outpost in the West. Kennedy’s
effort to get them removed led to what
Sherwin calls “the most devastating event
in world history . . . that somehow didn’t
happen.” He concludes that “the real les-
son of the Cuban missile crisis . . . is that
nuclear armaments create the perils they
are deployed to prevent, but are of little use
in resolving them.”

Sherwin’s second theme is setting the

record straight on the heroes and villains
of the missile crisis. Once Kennedy and
Khrushchev made their deal, some of the
president’s advisers conveyed flattering
misinformation about themselves for a
Saturday Evening Post article. And after
John’s death, Bobby Kennedy wrote “Thir-
teen Days,” his memoir of the crisis, which
falsely portrayed himself as the peace-
keeping hero. “Thirteen Days” was gener-
ally accepted as accurate until disproved
by recordings of the president’s meetings
with his brain trust during the crisis, which
weren’t declassified till the mid-1990s.

Sherwin relies on the tapes and other
credible evidence to establish that the real
hero of the crisis was indeed John Ken-
nedy. Others deserving credit for avoiding
World War III are Adlai Stevenson (Ken-
nedy’s wisest adviser), Khrushchev (who
did not want to trigger a nuclear war) and
the United Nations mediator U Thant.

As for villains, Sherwin makes it clear
that if the Joint Chiefs of Staff had had their
way, the Cuban confrontation would have
escalated into infinity. And fortunately,
Kennedy also rejected the hawkish advice
of his brother and Robert McNamara.

The book’s final lesson is the unsettling
one that regardless of how many wise deci-
sions get made by prudent leaders, good
luck is crucial. Sherwin reveals that on Day

12 of the crisis, a Soviet captain overruled a
flawed order to unleash a nuclear missile
on American ships blockading Cuba. Simi-
larly, an American Air Force captain re-
fused to fire a nuke into China until he dou-
ble-checked the accuracy of what proved
to be a mistaken communication. The little-
known captains Vasily Arkhipov and
William Bassett thereby become elevated
onto the pedestal with Kennedy and Khru-
shchev for helping prevent the world’s de-
struction.

Since the October 1962 near miss of a
holocaust, most global leaders have pri-
oritized arms control to reduce the likeli-
hood of nuclear war. “Gambling With Ar-
mageddon” is a useful reminder to their
successors to continue the effort. 0
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Frieda and Nicholas; the couple’s single-
minded devotion to their art and convic-
tion about their respective talent, followed
by Hughes’s affair with Assia Wevill and
Plath’s taking her life in February 1963 at
the age of 30 during what was famously
London’s coldest winter of the century. In
the intervening decades she has become a
protean figure, an emblem of different
things to different people, depending upon
their viewpoint — a visionary, a victim, a
martyr, a feminist icon, a schizophrenic, a
virago, a prisoner of gender — or, perhaps,
a genius, as both Plath and Hughes main-
tained during her lifetime.

One would think there is little to be add-
ed, if only because of the avalanche of
books — biographies, meta-biographies,
pathographies (to borrow Joyce Carol Oat-
es’s term), memoirs, critical studies, let-
ters, journals, novels — that have been
published about Plath since her suicide
(which, for some people, is the only thing
they know about her). In the last few years
alone, two fat volumes of her correspon-
dence have been published and parsed by
a whole raft of reviewers (including me).
And yet, just as one is wondering whether
there can possibly be anything new to be
said, here comes Heather Clark’s “Red
Comet: The Short Life and Blazing Art of
Sylvia Plath” hurtling down the chute,
weighing in at more than 1,000 densely
printed pages.

My response to receiving the galleys
during this grim and surreal season was a
mixture of fatigue — not her again! — and
anticipatory pleasure at the thought of los-
ing myself in the issues the book was likely
to bring up rather than the ones being re-
petitively posed by the glaring dilemmas
of our day: the merging of creativity and
pathology that informed Plath’s character;
her evolving artistic style, which began, in
the poems that make up “The Colossus,”
her first collection, as formal, meticulously
crafted and owing much to influences such
as W. B. Yeats and T. S. Eliot and culmi-
nated in the shockingly direct, even raw
voice that defines the posthumously pub-
lished “Ariel,” which derived some of its
free-associative and colloquial immediacy
from D. H. Lawrence, Robert Lowell and
Anne Sexton; and the way in which her
marriage with Hughes first bloomed and
then imploded.

Indeed, as Plath and her complex, much
analyzed legacy fade with the passing of
successive generations, and her work
grows more removed from the cultural
mainstream, now seems a prime moment
to revive her tale and try to bring all of its
elements together, without a preconceived
agenda, as in, for example, Anne Steven-

son’s “Bitter Fame.”
As Clark, a professor at the University of

Huddersfield, in England, and the author
of a book about Plath’s and Hughes’s poet-
ry, explains in her poignant and closely ar-
gued prologue, she believes that Plath’s
“life has been subsumed by her afterlife”
and that depictions of her as “a crazed, po-
etic priestess are still with us.” Drawing
upon unpublished material, including
Plath’s diaries and calendars, extensive ar-
chival holdings, and “previously unexam-
ined police, court and hospital records,”
Clark is at pains to see Plath clearly, to res-
cue her from the reductive clichés and dis-
torted readings of her work largely be-
cause of the tragedy of her ending. “I hope
to free Plath,” she writes, “from the cultur-
al baggage of the past 50 years and repos-
ition her as one of the most important
American writers of the 20th century.”

This last is a sizable claim for a biogra-
pher to make on behalf of her subject and I
imagine that not everyone will agree with
it even after reading this scrupulously re-
searched, tirelessly detailed account. And
yet, there is no denying the book’s intellec-
tual power and, just as important, its sheer
readability. Clark is a felicitous writer and
a discerning critic of Plath’s poetry, though
once in a while she leans toward the overly
generous in her assessment of a specific
image or the effectiveness of a given poem.

Then again, it would be impossible for a
work as voluminous and all-embracing as
this one not to have its flaws. Despite its
bulk and extensive scholarship, which

Clark carries lightly, there are a few sec-
tions that lag — particularly the discus-
sions of Plath’s juvenilia, none of which
sounds especially remarkable, and the
blow-by-blow reconstruction of her rather
manic dating life before meeting Hughes. I
was also struck by Clark’s strange disincli-
nation to credit earlier accounts, such as
Diane Middlebrook’s “Her Husband”
(2003), which was the first book to exam-
ine Plath and Hughes’s union as an initially
propitious (albeit ultimately damaging)
one for both of them. That said, “Red Com-
et” (the title is taken from a poem of Plath’s
called “Stings”) is nothing short of mes-
merizing, bringing the reader inside a

much-told but uncommonly intriguing
narrative that has all too often been the ob-
ject of fierce partisanship. Instead of de-
pleting my interest in Plath, the book stim-
ulated it further; I found myself going on to
read two books of critical essays about her
right after I was done reading it.

Clark has divided her biography into
three parts, each of which takes up a signif-
icant portion of Plath’s life and is in turn
subdivided into chapters with titles that
are picturesque (“O Icarus”) or thematic
(“The Problem of Him”). Although Plath’s
father is famous — or, perhaps, infamous

— as the abandoning and tyrannical par-
ent in what is her signature poem,
“Daddy,” which the critic Helen Vendler
once derogated as a “tantrum of style,” this
is the first time he comes into view as
something other than a blurry, demonized
character in his daughter’s psychological
and poetic landscape.

Otto Plath was of German origin but
therein any similarity to the Nazi figure he
is transmuted into in “Daddy” ends. (Plath
would be much criticized in the years to
come for appropriating Holocaust imagery
for her own use, although, as Clark points
out, “the theme was in the air by the early
1960s, finding its way into poems by
Geoffrey Hill and Anthony Hecht, among
others.”) He was “a committed pacifist
who renounced his German citizenship in
1926,” Clark recounts, “and watched
Hitler’s rise with trepidation.” Those look-
ing for biological cues to Plath’s mental
problems might note that Otto’s mother,
Ernestine, was remembered by him as “a
rather melancholy person,” and that she
was committed in 1916 to the decrepit Ore-
gon Hospital for the Insane for depression
or possibly senile dementia; she died
there, alone and neglected by her family,
three years later.

Otto immigrated to America in 1900 at
the age of 15, where he would eventually
pursue his early interest in entomology,
obtaining a doctorate in biology at Har-
vard in 1928 and becoming a popular pro-
fessor at Boston University. Along the way,
he had a short-lived first marriage, which
seems to have left him deeply embittered
about women. (According to Aurelia, Ot-
to’s second wife and Sylvia’s mother, his
first wife “had left him after only three
weeks for sexual reasons.”) Plath, who
wrote a series of poems about bees, includ-
ing one called “The Beekeeper’s Daugh-
ter,” described her father to her psychia-
trist, Ruth Beuscher, as “a brilliant profes-
sor” and a “great man” before turning on
him in her dire late poems.

Aurelia Schober was the demure daugh-
ter of a German immigrant and “had hoped
to become a writer once,” as she told an in-
terviewer. She met Otto, already in his
mid-40s, in one of her graduate German
classes. When they married in January
1932, Aurelia was a teacher of both English
and German at Brookline High School, but
she gave up working at her husband’s re-
quest, the better to devote herself to being
a homemaker.

Plath’s birth that October was followed
by the birth of her brother, Warren, three
years later. “Sylvia sought out Otto’s atten-
tion,” Clark writes, “in an attempt to be-
come his ‘pet,’ just as she believed Warren
was Aurelia’s.” Yet in the last four years of
Otto’s life, which were plagued by ill health
for which he refused to see a doctor, Plath
had little direct involvement with him.
“She would play the piano, draw and recite
poems she had memorized or written her-

Star Power
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“I hope to free Plath from the cultural baggage of the past 50 years,” Clark writes.

Clark is at pains to see Plath clearly,
to rescue her from the reductive
clichés.

DAPHNE MERKIN is a novelist, critic and mem-
oirist. Her most recent novel, “22 Minutes of
Unconditional Love,” was published in July.
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self.” (Plath was reading and writing at 5.)
“Sometimes she would leave poems under
his napkin at dinner. Her dying father was
her first audience.”

Aurelia, who was vilified both during
and after her daughter’s life, is another
beneficiary of the evenhandedness that is
one of this book’s singular virtues. Clark
envisions Aurelia with both empathy and
clarity, salvaging her from the almost uni-
formly negative portraits that appeared in
the wake of her beloved “Syvvie”’s death,
and which were contributed to by Plath
herself, particularly in the fictionalized
rendition of her mother in her only novel,
“The Bell Jar.” Although Aurelia was un-
doubtedly a complicated and thwarted
person, Clark does not buy into the view
that she was Medusa-like, the source of
both Plath’s overweening drive and her le-
thally self-destructive impulses: “Aurelia,
the story goes, put so much pressure on
her daughter to excel that Sylvia felt the
only way to win her mother’s love was to
outperform herself again and again; be-
cause she could not sustain this cycle, she
had no choice but to give up.”

This is not to say that Plath’s relation-
ship with her mother was without deep-
seated conflicts, as Aurelia tried to reshape
it in the volume of unfailingly sunny corre-
spondence from her daughter she col-
lected in “Letters Home,” which was pub-
lished in 1976 and quickly attacked as a
misrepresentation. Clark is too subtle a
psychological interpreter to unilaterally
come to Aurelia’s defense, noting the pious
and sugary streak in her character and the
“mixed message Plath had heard since she
was a child: Excel, but conform.”

But there is no doubt that Plath wasn’t
simply a studiously groomed stand-in for
her mother’s “unfulfilled literary ambi-
tions,” as certain critics would have it; al-
though she may have had a “penchant for
martyrdom,” Aurelia did indeed make con-
tinuous sacrifices on her daughter’s behalf,
from her unstinting financial generosity to
her consistent solicitude. To make this into
an unconscious bargain that was struck
between the two of them, in which Aurelia
expected huge returns on her investment
— the perspective that Dr. Beuscher in-
stilled in Plath and to which she readily re-
sponded, describing Aurelia as “a hideous
parasite” in a letter she wrote her psychia-
trist after Hughes had started his affair —
is to fail to see the way in which symbiotic
relationships work with the connivance of
both parties, something Plath herself in-
termittently realized. “It was such a relief
to go back and feel the responsibility slide
off my shoulders on to my family’s,” she
wrote to a college friend during a Christ-
mas vacation in 1950. “I realize now,
though, that mother can’t be the refuge
that she was before, and that hit me hard.”

As one might expect from a book as com-
prehensive as this one, it is stuffed with
heretofore untold anecdotes that illumi-

nate or extend our understanding of many
aspects of Plath’s life, not least the sense of
desperation she conveyed in the months
after Hughes left her for Wevill and she
was living alone with two young children in
a flat in Yeats’s old house in London. I’m
not sure, given everything, that Plath was
a particularly likable sort, admirable in
many ways and extraordinarily brave as
she may have been. A good friend of hers
remembered her as a “networker” who
went after influential literary men like the
poet and critic A. Alvarez, with whom, in
one of the book’s numerous revelations,
she had a brief affair. (Alvarez acknowl-
edged that he had a close relationship with
Plath but always claimed that it was pla-
tonic.) She seemed to have few friends and
her evident neediness alienated those to
whom she hoped to ingratiate herself. Dor-
is Lessing, for instance, who had inscribed
a copy of “The Golden Notebook” “to Ted
and Sylvia,” “spurned” Plath when Plath
visited her a month or so before her sui-
cide, “put off by Plath’s effusive praise and
American gushiness,” and asked the mutu-
al friend who had brought her by “not to
bring Sylvia back.”

Clark’s talent for scene-painting and in-
serting the stray but illustrative detail
(“By January 31, the date of her last surviv-
ing check stub, she had only 59 pounds”)
contributes to create a harrowing picture
of the narrow confines of the London that
Plath had moved to with such high hopes,
and the mushrooming loneliness and de-
spair — as well as “the stigma she surely
felt as a single mother” — that marked her
last days. “She was becoming an object of
pity — a difficult position for a woman with
such pride.”

In her uninsistent but persuasive fash-
ion, Clark offers her own theories about the
events that led up to Plath’s decision to kill
herself, which included a hazardous mix-
ture of medication and Plath’s fears of be-
ing hospitalized and given electroshock
therapy again (as had happened after an
earlier suicide attempt).

Still, it remains something of a heart-
breaking mystery that a woman this dis-
turbed (her longstanding clinical depres-
sion seems to have shifted into a psychotic
depression in her final days) was also able
to produce the burst of crystalline last po-
ems in the short period she did — poems
filled with an icy rage but also possessed of
a quite astonishing control. Plath herself
felt, as she wrote Beuscher, that these po-
ems were “written on the edge of mad-
ness,” and Clark astutely observes that
“Edge,” the last poem Plath wrote, “gives
the uncanny impression of having been
written posthumously.” But there was also
the “iron will to live,” as Plath described it
to Clarissa Roche, a friend from Smith who
visited her at Court Green, the house in
Devon she had shared with Hughes for less
than two years. If only that will had pre-
vailed. 0

HOW DOES ONE delimit the world when lan-
guage isn’t enough? Mattilda Bernstein
Sycamore seeks to uncover and reconsider
boundaries in her new book, “The Freezer
Door.” Sycamore, a queer activist whose
2013 memoir “The End of San Francisco”
won a Lambda Literary Award, shifts her
focus to an ever-changing Seattle, extrapo-
lating from the connections she has made
there and throughout her life thoughts
about the frustrating limitations of lan-
guage, the borders of gender and queer-
ness. The problem with relationships, Syc-
amore suspects, is that everyone wants to
maintain separations. “I want the distance
to go away,” she writes, hungry for a new
form of intimacy.

The book opens with a stark statement:
“One problem with gentrification is that it
always gets worse,” Sycamore writes,
leaving the rest of the page blank. On the
next page, we find this: “But then I go into
a Hooters, and it’s a vintage clothing store.
A friend of mine is trying on breasts. This is
why I like dreaming.” These unexpected
(and very witty) swerves become a recur-
ring motif in “The Freezer Door”; lan-
guage, when wielded in expert hands, can
thrive in mystery, outside of linearity.

Sycamore leaves San Francisco for Se-
attle twice — first, briefly, in the 1990s, and
again in 2012, amid the supercharged
growth and displacement that serve as a
backdrop for this memoir of sorts. She
struggles to make a life for herself in a
world where rent can shoot up $500 in two
months, where she feels as if she barely ex-
ists in the “politicized queer spaces” that
once allowed her to imagine a future. “The
meanings of queer and trans are con-
stantly shifting — this is part of the allure,”
Sycamore writes. They are “at once identi-
ties that declare an end to borders, and
identities that constantly build walls.”

The author continually questions her-
self, but also questions the shape that her
book should take, veering from social com-
mentary to sexual confession to nostalgic
flashback. At times, she cuts away to imag-
ined conversations between two sentient
objects in a freezer — an ice cube and an ice
cube tray — who hold forth on everything
from global warming (“Even I’m going to
melt,” the ice cube tray explains) to elec-
tions (“Who wins, and who loses — it does-
n’t seem to make a difference,” the ice cube
says). We are behind the freezer door with
them, privy to their questions about exist-
ence: Who allows themselves to be held in
life and who does the holding?

There is much to love here. The pacing of
the work, with its often fragmentary form,
allows readers to sit with poignant mo-
ments for a beat, unpacking a sentence
only to return later to unpack it again.
Other sections slide past more quickly,
thoughts rubbing up against one another
in wild streams of consciousness. The
larger, denser segments allow uninter-
rupted access to Sycamore’s thoughts as
she navigates the complex (and occasion-
ally conflicting) intimacies that construct
her life: connections to illness, to art, to
gender, to friends and lovers. She writes to
understand her lack of understanding.
“One problem with language is that it’s still
language,” Sycamore notes.

Borders shift and vanish as she shapes
and unshapes the work. Sycamore moves
fluidly through timelines, at one moment

in a sexual encounter with a stranger in the
park, the next at a club, moving to the
throb of the music, desperate to dance with
someone. We settle into the idea that mem-
ories often hinge on scattered images in
our brains, and can take myriad shapes.
Here they are rendered through the curl-
ing smoke of a cigarette, a familiar song
playing at a local bar, a piece of fondly re-
membered art, a welcome message on the
answering machine. A rich tapestry of im-
ages, tethered by rigorous self-examina-
tions.

There are no questions answered in this
book. Instead, questions create further
questions, further attempts at rediscovery
and at blurring boundaries. Hers is a wel-
come blurring and, in a culture of relent-
less demarcation, a necessary one. “I do
think a world without borders,” Sycamore
writes, “is a dream we must hold onto —
personally, politically, intimately, explo-
sively, expressively.” 0

City Limits
A writer navigates the complex intimacies of her life in Seattle.

By KRISTEN ARNETT

THE FREEZER DOOR
By Mattilda Bernstein Sycamore
273 pp. Semiotext(e). Paper, $17.95.

KRISTEN ARNETT is the best-selling author of
“Mostly Dead Things.”

A rich tapestry of images, tethered
by rigorous self-examinations.

Mattilda Bernstein Sycamore
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VERBS ARE WORDS about “doing,” Veronica
Chambers explains at the beginning of
“Shirley Chisholm Is a Verb!” “Verbs are
words that move the world forward,” as did
Congresswoman Chisholm, a daughter of
immigrants and the first African-Ameri-
can, and first woman, to make a serious bid
for the Democratic presidential nomina-
tion. She believed that “service to others is
the rent you pay for your room on earth.”
Instrumental in the creation of programs
like Head Start and W.I.C. (which assists
women, infants and children in need of

food) and the formation of the Congres-
sional Black Caucus, Chisholm felt
strongly about making room for others.
Just as Chambers’s words highlight a life
punctuated by movement, Rachelle Bak-
er’s illustrations render Chisholm as a
“doer,” too, through expressive, deter-
mined lines and gestures. On almost every
page, verbs such as speak, improve, listen,
create and do, in teal capital letters, pop
against a white background, illuminating
the vision and drive of this woman who

pushed against and cracked glass ceilings.
Though a timeline would have enhanced
our understanding of how she lived each
day as a voice of “the people of America,”
“Shirley Chisholm Is a Verb!” succeeds as
an inspirational exploration of what it
means to be a true woman of action.

Nikki Grimes writes in a similar vein of
the vice president-elect: “Kamala was like
clay her parents molded for action.”
Framed by a mother’s encouragement of
her young daughter after a boy at school
tells her that she can’t become president,
“Kamala Harris: Rooted in Justice” un-
folds as a road map to how anyone can try
for the job through hard work, dedication,
caring and confidence. Raised by immi-
grant parents on civil rights marches, lec-
tures by Martin Luther King Jr., readings
at a local cultural center by James Baldwin
and Maya Angelou, and Nina Simone’s
“gravelly voiced version” of “To Be Young,
Gifted and Black,” Harris learned early
what it looked like to fight for freedom and
speak out against injustice. This focused
spirit is evident in a poignant exchange be-
tween baby Kamala and her mother, beau-
tifully captured by Grimes: “‘What do you
want, little girl?’ she asked. ‘Freedom!’
said Kamala, and a waterfall of laughter
sputtered from her mother’s mouth.”
Through bold, bright colors juxtaposed
against the ethereal-blue shadows of those
who came before, Laura Freeman’s illus-
trations complement Grimes’s text, with
subtle nods to Harris’s roots in India, Ja-
maica and America. “Kamala Harris:
Rooted in Justice” is an enlightening and,
at times, lyrical portrait of a woman whose
life has always been about advocating for
others.

Five years after Michael S. Bandy, Eric
Stein and James E. Ransome collaborated
on “Granddaddy’s Turn: A Journey to the
Ballot Box,” they’ve come together again
to show how Bandy’s first train ride in the
early 1960s from Alabama to Ohio opened
his eyes to the unfair barriers created by
segregation. Through Ransome’s detailed
and richly expressive watercolors of the
lush fields and “glittery” cityscapes the
passengers see as day turns into night,
readers hear the chug of the train and feel
its rumblings under their feet as Michael
sets out to explore, only to be halted by a
“WHITES ONLY” sign separating him and
the other Black passengers from the rest of
the train’s offerings. Bandy and Stein give
an intimate and affecting account of how
segregation plays out in the everyday lives
of two new friends — one Black, one white
— who find companionship when the signs
between cars come down as the train
reaches Atlanta. Soon they’re able to dis-
cover a dining car, sleeping nooks and each
other, all because a city has “some different

rules from home.” Back up go the signs
when they hit Chattanooga, and back down
when they get to Cincinnati. Filled with
touching slivers of a budding friendship —
sharing plastic green soldiers and even
“battle” scars — “Northbound: A Train
Ride Out of Segregation” skillfully depicts
how even the subtlest aspects of division
cannot stand in the way of hope, goodness
and friendship.

In “William Still and His Freedom
Stories,” Don Tate chronicles the life of a
man who understood the necessity of re-
cording the lives of others. Still, the young-
est of 15 children, was born free in 1821 to
formerly enslaved parents. Many years
earlier, his mother had made the wrench-
ing decision to escape with her two young
daughters and join her husband up north,
leaving their two oldest sons behind in
bondage. “Their new life was good, but liv-
ing ached like an open sore,” Tate writes.
This enduring wound, and a night aiding a
neighbor hunted by slave catchers, had a
lasting effect on young William. At 23,
“with $3 in his pocket, and a billion dollars
in pride,” Still moved to East Philadelphia,
where he worked his way up to manager at
the Pennsylvania Anti-Slavery Society and
opened his home as a “station” on the Un-
derground Railroad. An unexpected and
glorious reunion with one of his long-lost
brothers impelled him to write down the
stories of other freedom seekers hoping to
be reunited with kin. Tate’s vibrant illustra-
tions bring his often spare text alive. With a
timeline, an informative author’s note and
additional back matter, Tate shines wel-
come attention on an overlooked figure
who, with pen and heart, helped reconnect
those whose lives and stories might have
been forgotten.

Ruby Bridges — who in 1960, at the age
of 6, was the first Black child to integrate
an all-white school in New Orleans —
speaks directly to young readers in “This
Is Your Time”: “May my past, my story, in-
spire you.” To that end, she pairs memories
of being escorted to first grade by federal
marshals, of the angry mob that rose up
against her solely because of the color of
her skin, and of the love and support of her
white first-grade teacher with accounts of
visits during her adult years with a new
generation of schoolchildren, who shared
their own thoughts on bravery, equality
and love. Black-and-white photographs
provide a visual timeline of civil rights his-
tory, Bridges’ own life and the young
peace-seekers of today speaking out
around the world against injustice. In clos-
ing, Bridges exhorts: “Don’t be afraid. This
is your time in history.” Her book is that
guiding star, that reassuring hug, that
needed call to keep going, keep pushing,
keep demanding change. 0

LEAH HENDERSON’S picture book “Together We
March: 25 Protest Movements That Marched
Into History” will be published in January.

Children’s Books / Civil Rights

Action Figures
Black lives that have moved us and ‘moved the world forward.’

By LEAH HENDERSON

SHIRLEY CHISHOLM IS A VERB!
Written by Veronica Chambers 
Illustrated by Rachelle Baker
40 pp. Dial. $18.99.

(Ages 4 to 8)

KAMALA HARRIS: ROOTED IN JUSTICE
Written by Nikki Grimes 
Illustrated by Laura Freeman
40 pp. Atheneum. $17.99.

(Ages 5 to 8)

NORTHBOUND: A TRAIN RIDE OUT OF SEG-
REGATION
Written by Michael S. Bandy and Eric Stein 
Illustrated by James E. Ransome
40 pp. Candlewick. $17.99.

(Ages 6 to 9)

WILLIAM STILL AND HIS FREEDOM STORIES
The Father of the Underground Railroad
By Don Tate
40 pp. Peachtree. $18.99.

(Ages 6 to 10)

THIS IS YOUR TIME
By Ruby Bridges
64 pp. Delacorte. $15.99.

(Ages 10 and up)

From top: “Shirley Chisholm Is a Verb!”;
“Kamala Harris: Rooted in Justice”; North-
bound”; “William Still and His Freedom
Stories”; “This Is Your Time.”
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SOUTH TO FREEDOM: Runaway Slaves to Mexico
and the Road to the Civil War, by Alice L. Baumgart-
ner. (Basic, $32.) This meticulous history offers a
fresh look at the flight of enslaved Americans south
to Mexico, where they invoked antislavery laws to
claim their freedom, in the process profoundly
shaping relations between the two countries and the
future of slavery in the United States.

THE KIDNAPPING CLUB: Wall Street, Slavery, and
Resistance on the Eve of the Civil War, by Jonathan
Daniel Wells. (Bold Type, $30.) Wells’s disturbing
book chronicles New York City’s economic depend-
ence on Southern slavery through the efforts of a
group of local policemen, judges and politicians who
conspired to kidnap Black citizens from the streets
and sell them to slavecatchers.

IF THE BOOT FITS, by Rebekah Weatherspoon. (Dafina,
paper, $8.99.) In this smart, sparkling modern-day
Cinderella tale, an aspiring screenwriter who works
as a personal assistant to Hollywood royalty realizes
that her own dreams and ambitions are worth
putting first in her own life.

THE PATTERN SEEKERS: How Autism Drives Human
Invention, by Simon Baron-Cohen. (Basic, $28.)
Baron-Cohen argues that humans are distinguished
by their ability to categorize and systematize — a
quality particularly pronounced in people with
autism. He contends that if we better understand
how this trait works in them we can better appreci-
ate what makes our entire species unique.

THE SILENCE, by Don DeLillo. (Scribner, $22.) For
some 50 years now, DeLillo has demonstrated his
gift and his affinity for using the novel to chronicle
America’s unrelenting contemporary culture. In his
bone-hard and skeletally spare latest, he imagines a
near-future in which technology is dead — and
civilization might be, too.

THE LENIN PLOT: The Unknown Story of America’s
War Against Russia, by Barnes Carr. (Pegasus,
$29.95.) Carr's revealing book upends notions of the
Cold War, showing that it began earlier than as-
sumed — as soon as the Bolsheviks took over — and
that it wasn’t always cold: In 1918, America led a
failed military intervention to oust the Communists.

DANCING IN THE MOSQUE: An Afghan Mother’s
Letter to Her Son, by Homeira Qaderi. (HarperCollins,
$26.99.) In this galvanizing memoir, an Afghan
women’s rights activist living in exile in California
tells the story of her life through a series of honest,
brave letters to the son she had to leave behind.

THE CHURCHILL MYTHS, by Steven Fielding, Bill
Schwarz and Richard Toye. (Oxford University, $25.95.)
The authors demonstrate that, even long dead,
Winston Churchill continues to shape Britain’s
political landscape, and that British culture has
clung ever more tightly to his popular image as the
country’s influence has declined.

THE AGE OF SKIN, by Dubravka Ugresic. Translated by
Ellen Elias-Bursac. (Open Letter, paper, $16.95.) These
essays from a fitfully democratizing post-Soviet
Europe cover politics, art, feminism, fashion and
more with razor-sharp humor and a unifying theme:
cultural decline.

Editors’ Choice / Staff Picks From the Book Review

The full reviews of these and other recent books
are online: nytimes.com/books

The New York Times best sellers are compiled and archived by the best-sellers-lists desk of the New York Times news department, and are separate from the editorial, culture, advertising and business sides of The New York Times Company. Rankings
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 1 1 3READY PLAYER TWO, by Ernest Cline. (Ballantine)  In a sequel to “Ready Player One,” 

Wade Watts discovers a technological advancement and goes on a new quest.

 2 2 9A TIME FOR MERCY, by John Grisham. (Doubleday)  The third book in the Jake Brigance 

series. A 16-year-old is accused of killing a deputy in Clanton, Miss., in 1990.

 3 3 3DEADLY CROSS, by James Patterson. (Little, Brown)  The 28th book in the Alex Cross 

series. An investigation of a double homicide sends Alex Cross to Alabama.

 4 7 28THE VANISHING HALF, by Brit Bennett. (Riverhead)  The lives of twin sisters who run away 

from a Southern Black community at age 16 diverge as one returns and the other takes 

on a different racial identity but their fates intertwine.

 5 4 11THE RETURN, by Nicholas Sparks. (Grand Central)  A doctor serving in the Navy in 

Afghanistan goes back to North Carolina where two women change his life.

 6 5 4DAYLIGHT, by David Baldacci. (Grand Central)  Atlee Pine’s search for her twin sister 

overlaps with a military investigator’s hunt for someone involved in a global conspiracy.

 7 8 5THE LAW OF INNOCENCE, by Michael Connelly. (Little, Brown)  The sixth book in the 

Mickey Haller series. Haller defends himself when police find the body of a former client 

in his car’s trunk.

 8 9 7THE SENTINEL, by Lee Child and Andrew Child. (Delacorte)  Jack Reacher intervenes on 

an ambush in Tennessee and uncovers a conspiracy.

 9 10 3THE AWAKENING, by Nora Roberts. (St. Martin’s)  The first book in the Dragon Heart 

Legacy series. Breen Kelly travels through a portal in Ireland to a land of faeries and 

mermaids.

 10 11 4HOME BODY, by Rupi Kaur. (Andrews McMeel)  Poems and illustrations by the author of 

“Milk and Honey” and “The Sun and Her Flowers.”

 1 1 4A PROMISED LAND, by Barack Obama. (Crown)  In the first volume of his presidential 

memoirs, Barack Obama offers personal reflections on his formative years and pivotal 

moments through his first term.

 2 2 8GREENLIGHTS, by Matthew McConaughey. (Crown)  The Academy Award-winning actor 

shares snippets from the diaries he kept over the last 35 years.

 3  1BAG MAN, by Rachel Maddow and Michael Yarvitz. (Crown)  The MSNBC host gives an 

account of the 1973 investigation of then Vice President Spiro T. Agnew and its impact on 

politics and the media.

 4  1THE LAST DAYS OF JOHN LENNON, by James Patterson with Casey Sherman and Dave 

Wedge. (Little, Brown)  The story of the killing of the former member of the Beatles by 

Mark David Chapman in 1980.

 5  1WORLD OF WONDERS, by Aimee Nezhukumatathil. (Milkweed)  In a collection of essays, 

the poet celebrates various aspects of the natural world and its inhabitants.

 6 4 19CASTE, by Isabel Wilkerson. (Random House)  The Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist 

reveals a rigid hierarchy in America today.

 7 3 89BECOMING, by Michelle Obama. (Crown)  The former first lady describes how she 

balanced work, family and her husband’s political ascent.

 8 5 40UNTAMED, by Glennon Doyle. (Dial)  The activist and public speaker describes her journey 

of listening to her inner voice.

 9 14 28THE SPLENDID AND THE VILE, by Erik Larson. (Crown)  An examination of the leadership 

of the prime minister Winston Churchill.

 10  10MY OWN WORDS, by Ruth Bader Ginsburg with Mary Hartnett and Wendy W. Williams. 

(Simon & Schuster)  A collection of articles and speeches by the Supreme Court justice.

Fiction Nonfiction

COMBINED PRINT AND E-BOOK BEST SELLERS SALES PERIOD OF DECEMBER 6-12

Best Sellers For the complete best-seller lists, visit
nytimes.com/books/best-sellers
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Voice of Experience Frederick
Joseph realized he wanted — and
needed — to write “The Black Friend:
On Being a Better White Person” when
he was riding the New York City subway

on his way to work. “I
sat next to a white
woman in one of the
available seats and
she clutched her
purse, looked at me as
if she was deathly
afraid, got up and

walked to another seat
to sit next to a white
man,” recalls the phi-
lanthropist and mar-
keting guru who, ac-
cording to Forbes’s 30
Under 30, “raised

nearly $1 million to send some 73,000
children” to see “Black Panther.”

In a phone interview, Joseph explains,
“Instances like this are not rare for me. I
live in a high-rise building and most
people won’t even take the elevator with
me because we’re one of the only black
families in the building.” When he
tweeted about his experience on the
subway, he got pushback from people
attempting to justify the woman’s deci-
sion to relocate. He says, “This helped
me realize that we’re not having nu-
anced and critical conversations about
the daily manifestation of racism and
white supremacy. We talk about systems
— police, education, the justice system
— but we don’t actually talk about how
the conditioning within them manifests
in daily interactions that are traumatiz-
ing for Black and brown people.”

Joseph finished writing “The Black
Friend” in 2019, before 2020 had what he
describes in the preface as “a historic
impact on the entire world.” The book
debuted at No. 3 on the young adult
hardcover list — but it feels relevant to
an adult audience, leaving one with the
sense of having been grabbed by the
shoulders and talked sense into by a
trusted confidant who does not mince
words (nor should he). Joseph also
shares the perspectives of Angie Thom-
as, Tarell Alvin McCraney and Jemele
Hill; and he concludes with an Encyclo-
pedia of Racism, running the gamut
from “Affirmative Action” to “Xenopho-
bia.” He writes, “I’ve saved you the
hassle of googling. You’re welcome.”

Reception of “The Black Friend” has
been warm but disheartening. Joseph
says, “We pitched various outlets to let
me speak about the book and people are
like, ‘Well, we just had a Black guy on.
We’ve maxed our quota of Black for the
next few months.’ But you’ve had 25
white guys!” To date, he has revamped
his next book proposal five times: “Ev-
ery single white editor said they couldn’t
figure out how to sell it and it would
probably be better someplace else. But
the writing is electric!” 0
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“ ‘We’ve
maxed our
quota of
Black for the
next few
months.’ ”

BROTHER & SISTER: A Memoir, by
Diane Keaton. (Vintage, 192 pp.,
$16.) Made up of journal entries,
letters, poetry and collages — of
which Keaton’s younger brother
made hundreds as he descended
into mental illness — this memoir
charts the ebb and flow of a close
sibling relationship. Elisabeth
Egan, who interviewed the Oscar-
winning actress for our Inside the
List column, called it “brave.”

THE RESISTERS, by Gish Jen. (Vin-
tage, 320 pp., $16.95.) The dissi-
dents in Jen’s A.I. police state
“practice a variety of endearingly
anachronistic and possibly illegal
activities: gardening, knitting
sweaters, reading novels and —
most unexpectedly — playing
baseball,” our reviewer, Karen
Thompson Walker, quipped, noting
that this “might be the only dysto-
pian novel whose climax involves a
tense, high-stakes baseball game.”

IMPERFECT UNION: How Jessie and

John Frémont Mapped the West,

Invented Celebrity, and Helped

Cause the Civil War, by Steve
Inskeep. (Penguin, 480 pp., $18.)
“This book makes clear that run-
ning for president was at least as
ugly in 1856 as it is today,” the
Times critic Janet Maslin wrote
about Inskeep’s dual biography of
the first Republican presidential
candidate and the bigoted, fame-
seeking wife who was his stealth
political adviser and press agent.

GENIUS & ANXIETY: How Jews

Changed the World, 1847-1947,

by Norman Lebrecht. (Scribner, 464
pp., $20.) Along with Marx, Freud,
Kafka and Einstein, Lebrecht
includes lesser-known figures, from
the creator of blood types to the
Jewish scientist behind the pesti-
cide Zyklon A, which paved the
way for Zyklon B, later used in gas
chambers by the Nazis.

THE FIRSTS: The Inside Story of

the Women Reshaping Congress,

by Jennifer Steinhauer. (Algonquin,
288 pp., $16.95.) Among the 35
women newly elected to the House
in 2018 whom Steinhauer follows
are the first Muslims, the first
Native Americans and the two
youngest. In her “intimate,” “witty,”
sometimes “acerbic” account, the
veteran Times congressional
reporter is “often a few steps ahead
of the newcomers,” our reviewer,
Ellen Fitzpatrick, wryly observed.

ENTER THE AARDVARK, by Jessica
Anthony. (Back Bay, 192 pp.,
$15.99.) With “boundless energy
and innovation,” according to our
reviewer, Ben Greenman, this
political satire of public vs. private
life sets a Victorian relationship
between a naturalist and a taxider-
mist against a present-day closeted
relationship between a Republican
congressman and a philanthropist.

Paperback Row / B Y J E N N I F E R K R AU S S

PRINT |  HARDCOVER BEST SELLERS

WEEKS 
ON LIST

THIS 
WEEK

LAST 
WEEK NonfictionTHIS 

WEEK
LAST 
WEEK Fiction WEEKS 

ON LIST

 1 1 3READY PLAYER TWO, by Ernest Cline. (Ballantine)  In a 

sequel to “Ready Player One,” Wade Watts discovers a 

technological advancement and goes on a new quest.

 2 2 9A TIME FOR MERCY, by John Grisham. (Doubleday)  The third 

book in the Jake Brigance series. A 16-year-old is accused of 

killing a deputy in Clanton, Miss., in 1990.

 3 3 3DEADLY CROSS, by James Patterson. (Little, Brown)  The 

28th book in the Alex Cross series. An investigation of a 

double homicide sends Alex Cross to Alabama.

 4 4 11THE RETURN, by Nicholas Sparks. (Grand Central)  A doctor 

serving in the Navy in Afghanistan goes back to North 

Carolina where two women change his life.

 5 6 28THE VANISHING HALF, by Brit Bennett. (Riverhead)  The 

lives of twin sisters who run away from a Southern Black 

community at age 16 diverge as one returns and the other 

takes on a different racial identity but their fates intertwine.

 6 5 4DAYLIGHT, by David Baldacci. (Grand Central)  The F.B.I. 

agent Atlee Pine’s search for her twin sister overlaps with a 

military investigator’s hunt for someone involved in a global 

conspiracy.

 7 11 119WHERE THE CRAWDADS SING, by Delia Owens. (Putnam)  In 

a quiet town on the North Carolina coast in 1969, a woman 

who survived alone in the marsh becomes a murder suspect.

 8 7 5THE LAW OF INNOCENCE, by Michael Connelly. (Little, 

Brown)  The sixth book in the Mickey Haller series. Haller 

defends himself when police find the body of a former client 

in his car’s trunk.

 9 9 3THE AWAKENING, by Nora Roberts. (St. Martin’s)  The first 

book in the Dragon Heart Legacy series. Breen Kelly travels 

through a portal in Ireland to a land of faeries and mermaids.

 10 8 7THE SENTINEL, by Lee Child and Andrew Child. (Delacorte)  

Jack Reacher intervenes on an ambush in Tennessee and 

uncovers a conspiracy.

 1 1 4A PROMISED LAND, by Barack Obama. (Crown)  In the first 

volume of his presidential memoirs, Barack Obama offers 

personal reflections on his formative years and pivotal 

moments through his first term.

 2 2 8GREENLIGHTS, by Matthew McConaughey. (Crown)  The 

Academy Award-winning actor shares snippets from the 

diaries he kept over the last 35 years.

 3  1BAG MAN, by Rachel Maddow and Michael Yarvitz. (Crown)  

The MSNBC host gives an account of the 1973 investigation 

of then Vice President Spiro T. Agnew and its impact on 

politics and the media.

 4  1THE LAST DAYS OF JOHN LENNON, by James Patterson with 

Casey Sherman and Dave Wedge. (Little, Brown)  The story 

of the killing of the former member of the Beatles by Mark 

David Chapman in 1980.

 5  1WORLD OF WONDERS, by Aimee Nezhukumatathil. 

(Milkweed)  In a collection of essays, the poet celebrates 

various aspects of the natural world and its inhabitants.

 6 3 96BECOMING, by Michelle Obama. (Crown)  The former first 

lady describes how she balanced work, family and her 

husband’s political ascent.

 7 4 19CASTE, by Isabel Wilkerson. (Random House)  The Pulitzer 

Prize-winning journalist examines aspects of caste systems 

across civilizations and reveals a rigid hierarchy in America 

today. 

 8 5 40UNTAMED, by Glennon Doyle. (Dial)  The activist and public 

speaker describes her journey of listening to her inner voice.

 9 14 28THE SPLENDID AND THE VILE, by Erik Larson. (Crown)  An 

examination of the leadership of the prime minister Winston 

Churchill.

 10 7 10IS THIS ANYTHING?, by Jerry Seinfeld. (Simon & Schuster)  

The comedian shares material he collected in an accordion 

folder over the last 45 years.

An asterisk (*) indicates that a book’s sales are barely distinguishable from those of the book above. A dagger (†) indicates that some bookstores report receiving bulk orders.
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WEEK

LAST
WEEK
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 1 1 4HOME BODY, by Rupi Kaur. (Andrews McMeel)  
Poems and illustrations by the author of “Milk 
and Honey” and “The Sun and Her Flowers.”

 2 2 5THE QUEEN’S GAMBIT, by Walter Tevis. 
(Vintage)  Sixteen-year-old Beth Harmon goes 
through changes as she plays chess in the 
U.S. Open championship.

 3 3 74THEN SHE WAS GONE, by Lisa Jewell. (Atria)  
Ten years after her daughter disappears, a 
woman tries to get her life in order.

 4 8 70THE OVERSTORY, by Richard Powers. 
(Norton)  Winner of the 2019 Pulitzer Prize for 
fiction. Nine people drawn to trees fight for 
the last of the remaining acres of virgin forest.

 5 5 169MILK AND HONEY, by Rupi Kaur. (Andrews 
McMeel)  A collection of poetry about love, 
loss, trauma and healing.

 6 6 8THE SONG OF ACHILLES, by Madeline Miller. 
(Ecco)  A reimagining of Homer’s “Iliad” that is 
narrated by Achilles’ companion Patroclus.

 7 4 2THE CHICKEN SISTERS, by KJ Dell’Antonia. 
(Putnam)  The family feud between the 
Moores and the Pogociellos, owners 
of competing Kansas chicken shacks, 
gets served up on a reality TV restaurant 
competition show.

 8 10 65THE NIGHTINGALE, by Kristin Hannah. (St. 
Martin’s Griffin)  Two sisters in World War 
II France: one struggling to survive in the 
countryside, the other joining the Resistance.

 9 9 66READY PLAYER ONE, by Ernest Cline. 
(Broadway)  It’s 2044, life on a resource-
depleted Earth is grim, and the key to a vast 
fortune is hidden in a virtual-reality world.

 10 14 28CIRCE, by Madeline Miller. (Back Bay)  Zeus 
banishes Helios’ daughter to an island.

 11 15 4SHUGGIE BAIN, by Douglas Stuart. (Grove)  
The winner of the 2020 Booker Prize. A boy’s 
working-class childhood in 1980s Glasgow is 
subsumed by his mother’s alcoholism.

 12  14THE INSTITUTE, by Stephen King. (Gallery)  
Children with special talents are abducted 
and sequestered in an institution where the 
sinister staff seeks to extract their gifts.

 13  3THE WATER DANCER, by Ta-Nehisi Coates. 
(One World)  A young man who was gifted with 
a mysterious power becomes part of a war 
between slavers and the enslaved.

 14 12 2THE DIPLOMAT’S WIFE, by Pam Jenoff. (Park 
Row)  A Nazi prison camp survivor discovers 
that a Communist spy in British intelligence is 
connected to her past.

 15 13 5TEXAS OUTLAW, by James Patterson and 
Andrew Bourelle. (Grand Central)  A Texas 
Ranger goes to a small town to investigate 
whether an accidental death was actually a 
murder.

 1 2 21MY OWN WORDS, by Ruth Bader Ginsburg 
with Mary Hartnett and Wendy W. Williams. 
(Simon & Schuster)  A collection of articles 
and speeches by the Supreme Court justice.

 2 1 58HILLBILLY ELEGY, by J. D. Vance. (Harper)  
A Yale Law School graduate looks at the 
struggles of the white working class.

 3 4 112THE BODY KEEPS THE SCORE, by Bessel van 
der Kolk. (Penguin)  How trauma affects the 
body and mind.

 4 3 35BRAIDING SWEETGRASS, by Robin Wall 
Kimmerer. (Milkweed Editions)  A botanist 
and member of the Citizen Potawatomi Nation 
espouses having an understanding and 
appreciation of plants and animals.

 5 7 122SAPIENS, by Yuval Noah Harari. (Harper 
Perennial)  How Homo sapiens became 
Earth’s dominant species.

 6 5 50THE WARMTH OF OTHER SUNS, by Isabel 
Wilkerson. (Vintage)  An account of the Great 
Migration of 1915-70, in which six million 
African-Americans abandoned the South.

 7 6 12THE TRUTHS WE HOLD, by Kamala Harris. 
(Penguin)  A memoir by the daughter of 
immigrants who is now the vice president-
elect.

 8 9 96BORN A CRIME, by Trevor Noah. (One World)  
A memoir by the host of “The Daily Show.”

 9 15 232JUST MERCY, by Bryan Stevenson. (One 
World)  A civil rights lawyer’s memoir of his 
decades of work to free innocent people 
condemned to death.

 10  12A WOMAN OF NO IMPORTANCE, by 
Sonia Purnell. (Penguin)  The true story 
of a Baltimore socialite who joined a spy 
organization during World War II.

 11 8 119WHITE FRAGILITY, by Robin DiAngelo. 
(Beacon)  Historical and cultural analyses 
on what causes defensive moves by white 
people.

 12 10 9WHAT UNITES US, by Dan Rather and 
Elliot Kirschner. (Algonquin)  A collection of 
essays that define the historical changes and 
essential institutions of America to suggest 
ways to overcome divisions within the country.

 13 12 8THE SPY AND THE TRAITOR, by Ben 
Macintyre. (Broadway)  The story of Oleg 
Gordievsky, a K.G.B. spy who secretly worked 
for the British intelligence service, and Aldrich 
Ames, a C.I.A. officer who was a K.G.B. double 
agent.

 14 11 256THINKING, FAST AND SLOW, by Daniel 
Kahneman. (Farrar, Straus & Giroux)  When 
we can and cannot trust our intuitions.

 15 13 33THE COLOR OF LAW, by Richard Rothstein. 
(Liveright)  A case for how the American 
government abetted racial segregation.

Paperback Trade Fiction Paperback NonfictionTHIS
WEEK

WEEKS 
ON LIST

Sales are defined as completed transactions between vendors and individual end users during the period on or after the official publication date of a title. Sales of titles are 

statistically weighted to represent and accurately reflect all outlets proportionally nationwide. The panel of reporting retailers is comprehensive and reflects sales in tens of 

thousands of stores of all sizes and demographics across the United States. ONLINE: For a full explanation of our methodology, visit www.nytimes.com/books/best-sellers.
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DANGEROUS RELIGIOUS IDEAS

The Deep Roots of Self-Critical Faith in Judaism,
Christianity, and Islam
By Rachel S. Mikva

255 pp. Beacon. $28.

Step aside, New Atheists. Mikva, a Judaic
studies scholar, believes that religion can
save itself — if it chooses. “Dangerous Reli-
gious Ideas” is a sharply researched explo-
ration of what she calls “self-critical faith”:
strains of humility and pluralism in the three
Abrahamic religions that can serve as anti-

dotes to the excesses — from holy war and fundamental-
ism to anti-science and bigotry — that give God a bad
name.

Mikva is no Pollyanna. Religion is powerful, and dan-
gerous, because of its grip on believers’ innermost ideals
and identity. History is replete with demagogues who
have co-opted the trappings of faith to cast their amoral
politics as the will of God. A primordial impulse to pit a
righteous “us” against a demonic “them” makes matters
worse, inflaming the sometimes competing claims of
Jews, Christians and Muslims to being God’s elect.

Mikva, who calls herself “a committed progressive
Jew,” mines sacred texts and centuries of religious
thought to show that it didn’t, and doesn’t, have to be this
way. Cutting across her sources is a theology of human
fallibility: No one should feel sure enough of God’s plan
to claim absolute authority for his or her beliefs. A “doc-
trine of doubt,” Mikva argues, can heighten Scripture’s
“constructive force without unleashing its power to
oppress and destroy.”

The book’s most radical gesture is its enactment of the
change it wants to see in the world. In binding often
antagonistic faiths between the covers of a single vol-
ume, Mikva shows how pleas from spiritual leaders for
restraint, flexibility and self-critique unite the traditions
of all three — and, in her view, offer the greatest hope for
goodness, healing and justice.

For all its erudition, the book strikes its pithiest note
by way of a “Peanuts” cartoon. In it, Charlie Brown tells
Snoopy: “I hear you’re writing a book on theology. I
hope you have a good title.” Snoopy replies that he’s got
a perfect one: “Has It Ever Occurred to You That You
Might Be Wrong?” One can almost hear Mikva’s regret
that the beagle beat her to it.

HOW GOD BECOMES REAL

Kindling the Presence of Invisible Others
By T. M. Luhrmann

286 pp. Princeton University. $29.95.

If faith is belief in the intangible, why do the
devout so often speak of hearing, seeing and
even feeling God? What moves citizens of
the scientific age to say they were “slain in
the spirit” or “grabbed at their heart” or
stopped by a divine voice that says, “Sit and
listen”?

For her 2012 book “When God Talks Back,” Luhrmann,
a Stanford anthropologist, did fieldwork in churches to
understand how American evangelicals develop what
they experience as a personal friendship with the Al-
mighty. Her latest, “How God Becomes Real,” is an ex-
pansion of that work into a more broadly applicable set
of hypotheses. Drawing voraciously on her own and
others’ research into faiths as far-flung as Messianic
Judaism, the Goddess movement, Indigenous spirituality
and Santeria, Luhrmann seeks to map how modern
believers make their gods real — how they turn these
“invisible others” into confidantes whose presence,
however ethereal, feels as close as “your mother’s love.”

Like many scholars of religion, Luhrmann sidesteps
the question of whether gods and spirits exist; she re-
stricts her findings, as she delicately puts it, to “the
human side of the relationship.” But she spurns easy
explanations. Encounters with gods aren’t the stuff of
unwitting delusion, she contends, but of a deliberate
priming of the mind for transcendent, faith-reinforcing
experiences. Her point is that communing with the di-
vine — or convincing yourself that you’re doing so —
takes work: a well of sacred stories to make meaning
from, an alertness to everyday moments that kindle the
spiritual imagination, a talent for blurring “the line be-
tween inner mind and outer world.”

Luhrmann marshals social science to argue that peo-
ple who feel close to a loving god are healthier and hap-
pier. But caveats abound: The more people pray to a god
they see as judging them — because of, say, their sexu-
ality — “the more psychiatric symptoms they report.”
And while belief in a direct line to one’s god can inspire
as much inner change as a shrink on speed dial, it isn’t
necessarily good for society, she warns, particularly if it
gives theological cover to a politics of division.

THE SAINT MAKERS

Inside the Catholic Church and How a War Hero Inspired
a Journey of Faith
By Joe Drape

250 pp. Hachette. $28.

Drape’s latest is a feel-good account of the
campaign to canonize the Rev. Emil Kapaun,
a Kansas farmboy turned Army chaplain
who died in a Korean prisoner-of-war camp
in 1951 after saving the lives of countless
soldiers. The book is at its most thrilling in
its tales of the priest’s wartime heroics. The

pipe-smoking Kapaun dashed through enemy fire to
recover the wounded. He stole food and clothes for his
men from their Chinese captors. And through his exam-
ple of self-sacrifice, good humor and unshakable faith, he
kept the fires of hope burning among soldiers ravaged
by frostbite, dysentery and hunger in a wasteland of
subzero temperatures and brutal Maoist indoctrination.

Drape, a New York Times sportswriter, calls his book a
“mash-up” of biography, journalism and memoir. But
some of his efforts to draw meaningful ties between
Kapaun’s life, the vagaries of the Vatican’s saint-making
machinery and Drape’s own quest to become a better
Catholic feel less than fully realized. Though no fault of
the author, the book ends anticlimactically when a key
Vatican meeting on Kapaun’s bid for sainthood is can-
celed because of the coronavirus.

Still, the 21st-century miracles attributed to Kapaun
are as apt to inspire the pious as the sausage-making of
sainthood is to delight cynics. In a fascinating early
chapter, Drape explains how modern popes have effec-
tively lowered the bar for canonization. John Paul II
reduced the number of required miracles from four to
two and neutered the office of “devil’s advocate,”
charged with digging up dirt on would-be saints. He also
cut the waiting period for petitions for sainthood from 50
years after a candidate’s death to five. That was still too
long for Pope Benedict XVI, who waived it in 2005 to
satisfy public demands of “Sainthood Now!” for his
predecessor.

Perhaps the highest hurdle these days is monetary:
The average campaign for sainthood costs sponsors —
including Kapaun’s — more than $500,000. Saint-making
“is good for business — fiscally as well as spiritually,”
Drape writes. “John Paul II went so far as to say the bar
for sainthood could be cleared by all of us.”

ILLUSTRATION BY JOHN GALL

ARIEL SABAR is the author of “Veritas: A Harvard Professor, a Con Man and the Gospel of Jesus’s Wife.”

      The Shortlist / Faith / By Ariel Sabar
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Authors sometimes inscribe more than just their signatures.

WHEN WRITERS EXIT stage right after a
reading at the 92nd Street Y’s Unterberg
Poetry Center, they may feel satisfaction
or relief, elation or the sense of a job well
done. Writers being writers, they may feel
that they did not deserve the audience’s
applause — or that they deserved more of
it. What happens next is always the same. I
ask them to sign our guest book.

This has been a backstage tradition for
decades. Open the first page of the first vol-
ume, which dates to 1964, and you’ll find
Vladimir Nabokov’s signature and draw-
ing of a butterfly.

Onstage, you get an author’s persona. In

the guest book, you get his or her person-
ality. Some take up whole pages, others
make tiny marks in the corner beside the
crease. Often writers will riffle the pages be-
fore signing, to see who has come before and
what they have said. Or to see what they
wrote the last time they visited. The col-
lection of guest books is a chronicle and fam-
ily album, a rite of passage and reunion.

Our stage is dark, for now, but in my of-
fice drawer there is a brand-new volume of
the guest book. It is 13 inches tall, 10 inches
wide and bound in burgundy leather. The
paper is archive weighted. Its pages are
blank and waiting.

— BERNARD SCHWARTZ, DIRECTOR, THE 92ND STREET Y’S UNTERBERG POETRY CENTER

MARGARET ATWOOD

DAVID MITCHELL

ROXANE GAY BILLY COLLINS

ISABEL ALLENDE HELEN MACDONALD

ALLEN GINSBERG VLADIMIR NABOKOV
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This year everyone could use a little holiday cheer. That’s why

The New York Times has gifts for nearly everybody, and every part

of life — from journalism that helps people understand the world

to recipes and how-to cooking guides to smart games they can

feel good about. Whether you’re spending the holidays together

or apart, these are the gifts they’ll open every day.
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Starting at $25.
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